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By Dick Ray
I was born and raised (reared) in 

New Mexico, a grandson of pioneers 
who came to the territory in a covered 
wagon. 

I grew up hunting in the dry, rocky, 
cactus-covered mountains of southwest 
New Mexico where my grandparents 
had homesteaded.

Then, one day over 47 years ago, my 
wife and I discovered Pagosa Country. 

Of course we noticed the scenic gran-
deur of the San Juan Range, but we also 
noted that we could ride our horses over 
most of the terrain and the vegetation 
that did not include cholla or prickly 
pear cactus. Every major drainage had 
a creek, stream or river and most had 
trout in them. There was a variety of 
game animals, and plenty of them. 

We decided this is better, and pro-
ceeded to move from New Mexico to 
Pagosa Country. But, we weren’t truly 
satisfi ed with the game situation. The 
state allowed spike (yearling) bull elk 
to be harvested and, consequently, 
there were very few 5x5 bulls or larger 
taken each fall; all deer and elk licenses 
were unlimited, and public land was 
crowded. 

It seemed that Pagosa Country had 
been discovered. The standing joke 
around town was, “If the Mexicans knew 
when Colorado elk season began, they 
could retake the Alamo with no resis-
tance,” as every able-bodied man in 
Texas was in Colorado hunting.

All of this prompted some research 
on my part. This resulted in the pur-
chase of a Guide/Outfi tter territory 
in British Columbia, Canada, in 1977. 
We continued to remain Colorado 

residents, but quit guiding elk hunters 
in Colorado and focused on private 
land in New Mexico and elk, moose, 
bear, mule deer and white tail deer 
in Canada. Traveling to Canada each 
fall took me through Wyoming, Utah, 
Idaho and Montana, always on the 
lookout for better hunting grounds. 
This went on until 1992, when we 
decided to sell the Canadian venture 
and refocus on Colorado and northern 
New Mexico. My son, Mike, and I had 
been licensed to guide in Utah, Ari-
zona and Wyoming and had decided, 
“Pagosa is better.”

Good judgment had prevailed in 
Colorado, for all through the 1980s, 
the state had made a bull elk less than 
4 points illegal to take in most areas. 
It took a while, but fi nally there were 
some older age class bulls to be found 
to keep the spike from breeding, allow-
ing the elk herds to begin to regain their 
sizes. (Without older age bulls to drive 
the yearling away, he will mate with his 
mother, sisters and aunt, thus depriv-
ing the herd of the genetic diversity 
required.)

In 1999, encouraged by sportsmen, 
the Colorado Wildlife Commission 
totally limited the numbers of deer li-
censes in the state. Deer numbers have 
rebounded to some degree, bears are 
abundant, foxes are common, as are 
mountain lions and coyotes — all are 
the result of good habitat.

With the largest Wilderness Area in 
Colorado, the Weminuche, to the north, 
and the South San Juan Wilderness to 
the east, hunters and prey have the 
room to roam.

Pagosa Country is good country.

Why hunt 
Pagosa Country?
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Fly Fishing: Orvis Rods, Reels and Supplies
 Spin Fishing: Largest Selection of Lures in Town, Rod & Reel Combos

 Camping: North Face Tents & Backpacks, MSR Stoves & Water Filters, Nikwax
 Hiking: Maps, Rain Gear, GPSs, Awesome Advice for Free.

 Archery: Hoyt, Mathews, Bowtech, Full-Service Bow Shop with Indoor Archery Range!

Located at the East End of Town 
970-264-2370

Ski & Bow Rack

FREE 
Gift 

with Hunting 
License Purchase*

We now accept debit 
cards for license sales

We are the largest 
independent license dealer 

in the state of Colorado

Archery • Camping • Hiking • Fishing
Tents • Backpacks • GPS Units • MSR 

Stoves • Water Filters • Badlands 
Rain Gear • Clothing • Free Advice

Serving hunters of the 
Pagosa Springs area for 28 years

*Free gift while supplies last.

24-7 
TOWING & EMERGENCY  
ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE

OFF-ROAD

(970) 731-3335

(970) 731-3335
 505 Piedra Rd.

www.PiedraCar.com

Customer Waiting Room &  
Free Shuttle Service in Pagosa

Locally Owned & Operated
Over 35 Years Experience

10% OFF

HUNTERS  
SPECIAL

Present this ad & valid hunting license  
before repair. Maximum of $100.  

Offer valid during 2014 hunting seasons.

Any Vehicle Repair 

Piedra Automotive

Auto Service & Repair for All 
Makes & Models

• Oil Change Service 
• Computer Diagnosis 

• Scheduled Maintenance 
 • Custom Exhaust Work 

• Tires & Alignment 
• Front End & Suspension Work 

• Foreign Car Specialist
Nationwide 12/12 Parts & Labor Warranty

Motor Vehicle & Motorcycle Transport

http://www.skiandbowrack.com
www.piedracar.com
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By Dick Ray

He glared at us with golden green eyes that danced 
with contempt. He had no use for those of us beneath 
his tree, and we knew it. He was huge by any standard, 
but I had no need, no wish, no desire to take his life. 
The day had begun with only the hope to find a lion 
track that the hounds could trail, and perhaps, catch 
and release.

The day prior, an outfitter friend, Mark Davies, of 
Grand Junction, had arrived at our place near Pagosa 
Springs. Mark had wanted to take a pair of our hounds 
that might replace a couple of dogs in his pack of lion 
dogs. Well, a little snow was predicted to fall that night, 
so my son Mike and I encouraged Mark to stay over 
and hunt with us the next day. More than half the 
time, predicted snow fails to materialize, but when 
we looked out at 4 a.m., sure enough, about one and 
a half inches had fallen.

It was Feb. 25, and that late in winter, such a small 
amount of snow usually melts by 9 or 10 a.m. But if 
you can find a track early, sometimes you can get a lion 
treed before the track and scent vanishes.

We left with high hopes, invigorated by the cold, 
crisp, clear morning and knowing that we had as good 
a chance as anyone to find a lion track that day. We 
knew that some of the numerous other hunters in the 
area were sure to be out and about as well. The quota 
for this area was almost full, with only one lion left to 
be harvested. With so many hunters out, that would 
almost surely happen, closing the season by sundown.

Mike and I chose to try Devil Mountain because we 
had seen sign of a big lion there about 10 days earlier. 
Mike made his way up a drainage, while I went up 
another a few miles west. I found the track of a female 
lion right away and released my three dogs on it. The 
snow was already melting, for the steep slopes were 
composed of black shale that held warmth from the 
day before. The dogs were able to trail up and onto a 
ridge for nearly a mile before the sun took the track and 
its scent away from them. They weren’t going to make 
any progress and I didn’t, as I climbed up to them. 
Catching and leashing them, I headed back.

I went to see if I could find Mike, knowing that our 
trailing conditions and time were passing fast. Mike 
had come back down his mountain, and we got to-
gether. He had a story. He had found a big lion’s track 
up higher, where there was a little more snow. If we 
hurried, and were lucky, the dogs might still be able 
to work it.

It took us about an hour to get up to the track. That 
which had been a big, beautiful fresh track at daylight 
was now a pathetic half-melted, barely recognizable 
line threading under old-growth ponderosa pines.

Mark took a long look and said, “It’s big, but most 
hunters would say that it’s too melted out to work.”

I said, “Mark, we would agree, but let’s see what the 
hounds say.”

We released all six dogs, and they took the track 
onward. And on they went, over a ridge and out of 
hearing. Now you always hope that a lion has a fresh 
kill just over the next ridge and that the dogs will tree 
him not far from the kill. It happens sometimes, but 

not that day. As we climbed and crested the ridge, we 
could again hear them in the distance, trailing; then, 
out of hearing again. A few steep, slick shale slopes 
more, and then we could hear the dogs bark treed.

As we walked up to the tree, he appeared the same 
as every lion I had ever seen — splendid, noble, and a 
word that is over-used but should be reserved for the 
truly special — awesome. We gazed up at him, and he 
glared back. Both Mark and Mike urged me to take 
the lion. I had never killed a lion in Colorado, and had 
never planned to. In 1985, Mike and I treed a lion in 
New Mexico, which I took with my Bear take-down 
bow. I had wanted to take that lion. It scored 15-8/16 
and was the New Mexico state record for eleven years. 
I didn’t need another lion. 

Mike and I have enjoyed our years of work guiding 
lion hunters. The first Boone and Crockett lion that 
I ever saw was the one Father Anderson Bakewell, a 
Catholic priest, took with me in 1978. Mike’s first lion 
was a Boone and Crockett that he took alone in 1982, 
just out of high school. How could I justify taking an-
other lion of this class?

Suddenly, it became very personal to me. To be sure, 
the novice may kill without question, having not done 
it before — he has not experienced the pondering and 
twinge of remorse that accompanies the still, lifeless 
form that the act of killing produces. Why we kill is a 
mystery, outranked only by the mystery of death itself.

Once again, Mike said, “You may as well take him. If 
the quota doesn’t fill today, someone else will kill him 

on the next snow. Besides, at your age, this might be 
the last really huge lion that you ever see.”

“True,” I thought. “I don’t have a gun,” I said.
Mike handed me his .44 from his backpack. I ques-

tioned my conscience and wondered if it would be 
enough to immortalize this creature with humble 
respect and a life-size mount? And then, at the shot, 
he fell from the tree, dead. 

As I looked at his splendid form, I wondered, “What 
stories could this lion have told?” He was about 7 years 
old. Being an obligate carnivore, he had to kill to sur-
vive, and at a rate of about a deer or an elk a week, he 
would have made several hundred kills.

We packed out his hide and his meat in our back-
packs and led the dogs back across the canyons and 
down the mountain. As we walked, I remembered Ray 
Bailey’s Boone and Crockett lion taken with us in 1986. 
It wore a collar that had been placed on it five years 
earlier west of Grand Junction. We took the lion about 
300 miles south of there in northern New Mexico. It 
made me wonder, who is this lion? Where did he come 
from? Has anyone ever laid eyes on him before? Does 
he have a brother out there? And then I thought, a 
lion is what we would all like to be — a true free spirit. 
He goes where he wants, kills when he’s hungry, and 
doesn’t pay taxes.

My last thought before I came to peace with myself 
was that I hoped that he had left many sons behind, 
for all living things will die, and be replaced by their 
own kind. It is the nature of things.

A big lion, like gold, is where you find it

Photo by Ken Logan, DOW researcher, Courtesy Colorado Parks and Wildlife
A mountain lion, also known as a puma, is treed in western Colorado. Pumas are being trapped, tagged and tracked as 
part of a long-term research project. 
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Open 9:30 to 6:30 Mon to Sat 
2105 Eagle Drive • 731-2264

Your Hunt is Over!
Your family made it possible for you to make this 

hunt. You’ve filled your license. Take home a gift to 
say “Thank You!” and “Missed You!”

for Your Wife
Pottery • Candles

Jewelry • Jewelry Boxes
Art • Photography

Photo Frames
Gift Baskets

for Your Children
T-shirts • Books

Homemade Fudge
Canteens

Puzzles & Games
and much more!

M
ou

ntain Landing

Mountain Landing
Suites & RV Park In beautiful Pagosa Springs, Colorado

345 Piedra Road • Pagosa Springs • CO • 81147
970-731-5345

mtnlanding@pagosa.net • www.mountainlanding.net

Welcome Hunters!

Make your base camp at our new
 30-space RV Park with full water, sewer and electric hookups.
Still offering our 1 & 2 bedroom suites with kitchens at an affordable rate

Call today to reserve space for your hunting season!

By Dick Ray
The southern Rocky Mountains are rich in the 

natural history of many species of wildlife, as well 
the history of the people who affected and were 
effected by that wildlife, be they hunter, trapper, 
stockman or explorer. 

In the mid 1970s, there were only a few outfitters 
who kept a pack of hounds trained to hunt bear. 
I did keep hounds, and consequently was called 
upon from time to time by the Division of Wildlife 
to pursue a stock-killing bear. One such hunt, in 
the mid 1970s, caused me to venture high into the 
mountains above Saguache, Colo., onto the summer 
range of rancher George Ward. 

In order to reach the site of the predation, we 
had to pack in horseback to the high country on 
the north side of Baxter Peak to an elevation of ap-
proximately 10,500 feet. I was accompanied by Bert 
Widhelm, the game warden for that area, a couple 
of young men who worked for me at that time, and 
the rancher, Ward.

We got to the camp site late in the evening with 
just enough time to hobble the horses, tie up and 
feed the hounds, gather some firewood and make 
camp. After a supper (not dinner) of biscuits, beans 
and steak came the coffee and Ward’s stories. 

After a while he asked me, “You are from Pagosa, 
don’t you know Lloyd Anderson?” I replied, “Of 
course I do; he is the government hunter and trap-
per, and a fine gentleman he is.” I then asked, “How 
is it that you know Mr. Anderson?”

Says Ward, “I used to work for Lloyd Anderson, 
and I’ll tell you about the day I grew up. It was back 
just before WWII, and Lloyd and I were packing into 
the headwaters of the Pine, northeast of Pagosa, to 
do some predator work around the many herds of 
sheep, on their summer ranges.

“Ahead of us, going along the same trail that we 
were on, we spied a pair of bears. We got off our 
horses and Lloyd peered at them with his field 
glasses and then spoke out, ‘I believe it is a Grizzly!’ 

“At that, I took my .25-20 from the saddle scab-
bard and took aim. While Lloyd looked through 

A hunter’s tale: ‘The day I grew up’

Photo courtesy Colorado Parks and Wildlife
Although variable from blond to nearly black, grizzly bear fur is typically brown in color with white tips. A pronounced 
hump appears on their shoulders; the hump is a good way to distinguish a black bear from a grizzly bear, as black bears 
do not have this hump. There are no grizzlies remaining in Colorado. 

the glasses, I calculated windage and elevation. I 
squeezed the trigger and the biggest bear dropped. 
I jumped up and down with excitement as the shot 
was several hundred yards long. Lloyd didn’t say 
much except, ‘Let’s go see what you’ve done.’

“We mounted and rode on to the dead bear, the 
other one had run off. I asked Lloyd, ‘Have you ever 
seen a shot like that? And with a .25-20!’ 

“The bear was a beautiful, adult female grizzly. 
Finally, Lloyd said, ‘Now let me tell you what you 
have really done. You have killed a bear that didn’t 
need killing and with a gun that is no bear gun and 
that is much more likely to wound than kill, even at 
close range. Now we are up here to protect domestic 

sheep and there has been no report of that bear kill-
ing any sheep, so why kill it?” 

“Well, as those words sunk in, from a man who I 
respected so much, well, that is the day I grew up.”

Ward went on to speak to us younger men that 
night about ethics, respect for the animals and self 
respect. 

And so it is with hunting. It is not so much about 
what you kill as it is about what you learn; about 
the natural world, the terrain, animal behavior and 
yourself. I greatly appreciate the time I have been 
able to spend with men of the quality of Anderson, 
Ward and all of the others who have passed on their 
knowledge before they, too, have passed on.

http://madeincolorado.net
http://www.mountainlanding.net
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By Donald D. Volger
Hunter education classes will be offered three times this season in Pagosa Springs, on 

Aug. 28 and 29 (before the start of archery season on Aug. 30), Oct. 9 and 10 (before the 
start of the first rifle season on Oct. 11), with a final class on Oct. 16 and Oct. 17 (prior to 
the start of the second rifle season on Oct. 18).

Sessions will take place 6-10 p.m. on Thursday and 8 a.m.-5 p.m. on Friday. Students 
must attend each session.

Classes will likely be held at the San Juan Mounted Patrol Building, 302 San Juan St., in 
downtown Pagosa Springs; the location will be confirmed at a later date. Please contact 
Don Volger at 264-2197 or ddvolger@gmail.com for updated location information.

Cost is $10 for the class and there is no need to pre-register. These courses will be open 
to anyone wishing to obtain a hunter safety card. 

If you were born on or after Jan. 1, 1949, you are required to have a hunter safety card 
before you can purchase a hunting license.

All programs, services and activities of the Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW) are 
operated in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act. If you need accommo-
dation due to a disability, contact Volger at 264-2197 or ddvolger@gmail.com. To assure 
that CPW can meet special needs, please notify Volger at least seven days before the class.

These courses are sponsored by the Pagosa Springs Police Department in conjunc-
tion with CPW.

Hunter safety card 
required for purchasing 

hunting license:
Local classes offered

Outdoor Gear
Bags • Cots
Tents • Coolers
Supplies & more

Paint • Garden • Furniture • Ranch • Home

Hunting • Fishing • OHV

Licenses
cash or credit card

Fall/Winter • Men’s/Women’s

Apparel

The HUNT is over!
Terry’s has it all

Nutrena Animal Feed
Wilderness Ready
Weaver Tack
Hunting Supplies

Heaters 
& Cold 
Weather 
Gear

Take a gift 
home to your 

family!

Hats • Socks
Jackets • Camo
Orange • Gloves

Pet Supplies • Farm & Ranch Supplies • Keys • Lumber • Paint • Home Decor • Cleaning Supplies • Hardware 
Lighting • Plumbing • Garden Center • Hand Tools • Power Tools • Small Appliances • Kitchen Ware • Camping Gear

Furniture • Rugs • Jewelry • Purses • Clothing • Boots & Shoes • Hats • Gifts

Mon-Fri 7:30-6 • Sat 8-5 • Sun 9-4 • 525 Navajo Trail Drive 
731-4022  • www.terrysace.com • Look for us on facebook

All sales final on sale items, cash and carry, no returns on sale items

15% OFF
most anything in the store for 

any hunter carrying a valid 
2014 Colorado Big Game License

Gifts 
Blankets
Cookware
Sporting Goods 
Fishing Supplies

Nutrena Animal Feed

Jennifer Churchill, Colorado Parks and Wildlife

terri
Typewritten Text

www.terrysace.com
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Adventures in the high country in 
Pagosa took on a bit different flavor in 
days gone by. Read about it in “A Colo-
rado Bear Fight,” an account written 
more than a century ago by Will Price.

“In November, 1911, the bears were 
coming down quite low on the Navajo 
River hills, after acorns, and Weisel’s 
herder said he was afraid to take the 
goats up Oak Creek because a bear was 
acting bold and sassy and would not run 
at his shouts.

“I rode up there one snowy day and 
sighted three long-haired bears across 
a narrow valley. They were fat, their legs 
seemed short, and they were nosing 
around under the oak brush. It was hard 
to guess the distance through the falling 
snow, but I made three shots. Two of the 
bears started at once up the hill for the 
heavy spruce timber towards Price Peak; 
the third following slower as if disliking 
to go. A hasty examination showed no 
bloodstains in the snow where they were 
rooting, or on their trail.

“When I reached the spruce, the 
down logs were so bad that I tied my 
horse under a long, drooping limb of a 
tree, which made good shelter, and then 
took the trail of the bears afoot.

“When the bears came to a ridge or 
knoll, they usually would travel along 
the foot of it for a while, then double 
back higher up so as to overlook their 
trail to see if they were being followed. 
This gave me a chance to gain on them 
by short cuts across their zigzags, so that 
when we got through the timber to the 
foot of the rocks where the bears den up 
for the winter, their tracks showed fresh 
in the falling snow. The outer fringe of 
timber on the steep mountainside had 
been burned over and a new growth of 
small fir trees was coming up. Through 
this new growth of small fir trees, about 
a hundred yards ahead of me, I could 
catch a glimpse of the bears as they 
passed through one open space to an-
other. I took a quick shot at one.

“Soon after I noticed one coming in 
my direction and held my gun ready 
to shoot should he appear in an open 
space, but he avoided them and made 

his charge out in the thick undergrowth 
slightly to the right of where I was fac-
ing and was not more than twelve or 
fourteen feet distant when he came in 
view, giving me time only to swing my 
gun around and fire without raising it to 
my shoulder.

“The shot broke his nose above the 
two long fangs and went into his throat. 
He struck me head on, at the waist, and 
we both slid down hill about twenty feet. 
When we stopped, I was feet first on my 
back, dragging my gun by the muzzle 
in my right hand. He was on top, lying 
down on me, head at my feet. His first 
action was to grab one of my feet in his 
mouth. 

“My first thought was to run my gun 
around and work the lever, but to do that 
it was necessary to get him off so I could 
use my left hand. I did my utmost to 
push him over or around, but he spread 
out his legs and kept his entire weight 
on me. After exhausting my strength 
for nothing, and he was not damaging 
my feet any, I played ‘possum’ and laid 
still, which caused him to stop and sit up 
and look around. He was sitting on my 
face and I thought the long hair would 
smother me, but I managed to turn my 
head and blow a hole in the snow and 
breathed easier. After a while, he slowly 
turned around, shifting his weight to my 
body, and as soon as he saw my face, he 
made a quick grab and tried to crush my 
skull, but his upper teeth would turn 
back and he could only make scratches. 
One lower tooth penetrated my nose so 
that the blood ran down my throat.

“He acted like a dog fighting a cat. He 
would make a quick grab, then jerk his 
head back like he was expecting return 
bites and scratches.

“Of course my playing dead ended 
when he began biting my face. I had on 
buck gauntlet gloves, and would grab his 
nose or jaw with elbows on the ground 
and hold him back somewhat. His bro-
ken bones and teeth made more than 
fifty scratches on my face and I felt that 
my face was being eaten away, and when 
my eyes filled with blood, I thought I was 
blinded and gave a loud cry, knowing 

well that there was no one to hear me. 
The blood in my throat choked me a 
little, and I gave up all hope. I thought, 
no one will know where I am. Perhaps 
a sheepherder will find my bones next 
June. I felt sorry for my mother; how 
badly she would feel.

“Presently he ceased operations, and 
I acted like I was dead. He thought I was 
done for, so he stood up across me and 
one of my eyes cleared up so I could 
see him bleeding from the mouth, and 
he seemed to be in great pain. Then he 
started to walk away. When he was about 
six or eight feet distant, I got to my knees 
and made a grab for my gun, but he was 
watching out of the corner of his eye and 
quickly turned around and made a dive 
for me. I grabbed him with both hands 
in the long hair of his jaw and neck, and 
being on the upper side he could not 
push me over. He never once tried to 
stand up or slap me with a paw.

“I noticed that he was growing weak-
er, and I could hold him away from me, 
and a thrill of hope passed through 
me. I said, ‘You ___, you have had your 
chance. Mine will come soon.’

“After trying several times more to 
push me over, he gave up and started 
to pull away, but I had my hands full 
of long hair and could hold him. Then 
he became very anxious to depart, and 
when I was sure he would keep going, I 
released my hold and he walked away, 
head down, giving me a chance to end 
the act.

“I pulled my glove from my left hand, 
which was swelling very fast, coat and 
shirtsleeves ripped away, and tied it up 
the best that I could and started for the 
ranch. I could not find my horse’s track, 
it being covered up by snow.

“When I passed the Kistle ranch, Mrs. 
Ida Kistle, whom I had known for years, 
was standing in the doorway. Upon see-
ing and not recognizing me, she jumped 
into the house and slammed the door.

“When I reached the Weisel ranch, 
Mrs. Weisel told her boy, Duane, to call 
her husband before I washed so he 
could see me, as he argued once that 
bears never attacked men.”

This story is reprinted from Remem-
brances, Volume 1 with permission from 
the San Juan Historical Society.

Michael Seraphin, Colorado Parks and Wildlife

A Colorado
Bear Fight



New, Expanded Location! • 19 Navajo Trail Drive
731-MEAT (6328)731-3535

 MARKET  
& EATERYPROCESSING

WILD GAME fresh

We’ll pack it for the trip or the trail!

Try our great deli sandwiches including: 
The Smokehouse Club, Hot Pulled Pork,  
Cheezy Meatball, Pickle Barrel Pastrami,  

The Italian & More!

Serving Lunch & Dinner
Full Salad, Sandwich, Grill & Side Menus

Market Selections Prepared for You
Daily Dinner Specials  •  11am - 8 pm

— FULL BAR —
Featuring Fresh Fruit Squeezed Cocktails

Hot, Marinated & Smoked Baby Back Ribs Every Friday!

Local & All Natural Products
Aged Black Angus Beef • Pork • Poultry

Elk & Buffalo • Smoked Meat & Fish • Cheese
King Crab • Scallops • Fresh, Wild-caught Fish

Homemade Sausage to Die for!

(At the corner of North Pagosa Blvd. and Navajo Trail Dr.)

Skinning
Elk $50  •  Deer $25  •  All Others Call

Sausage
Bulk — $1.50 (10 lb. Minimum) 
Links — $2.75 (15 lb. Minimum)

Summer Sausage — $3.00 (15 lb. Minimum)

Processing
$.85/lb. (Based on Carcass Weight) 

$.18/lb. Deboning Fee

Jerky
Vacuum Packed in 1/2 lb. Packs — $15.00/lb.

WE’LL SHIP IT ANYWHERE!
VACUUM PACKING AVAILABLE

BY THE BEST

Best Steaks in Town!

www.buckstopmeat.com


Pagosa Country is headquarters for many hunters in southwest Colorado. 
It is ideally located in the midst of some of the best big game hunting in the 
United States.

Many of the people who live in the area are big game hunters and have, 
therefore, learned to cater to the needs of hunters. The town and surrounding 
area can supply all of the amenities needed. There are motels, hotels, lodges, 
campgrounds, medical facilities (including a hospital), a supermarket, con-
venience stores and many retail stores.

The inventory of hunting equipment in local stores is extensive. There are 
hunting and fishing supply stores, hardware stores, clothing stores and auto-
motive service establishments.

Pagosa also has some of the finest restaurants to be found in the region. 
Hunters, after several days of camp food, will find that any of the area restau-
rants will provide a welcome diet change. These restaurants make a special 
effort during hunting season to provide hearty meals.

Stores are well stocked with warm, comfortable outdoor clothing and shoes 
at reasonable prices. They carry special boots and shoes for hunting and for 
stormy weather, plus fluorescent orange vests, jackets and hats (required by 
law).

Hunters often wish to take home a gift or souvenir of their visit to this part 
of the world. There are numerous stores and shops with every imaginable 
type of gift.

Along with the merchandise and items for sale, local merchants are a good 
source of information about the area and will assist hunters whenever possible.

Pagosa Country 
is hunters’ 

headquarters

Name

Address

City                           State            Zip

❏ Mastercard  ❏ Visa  ❏ Check enclosed

Account number

Expiration date       CVS code

Signature

Hunting 
for news 

about 
Pagosa 

Springs?
For over 105 years, 

The Pagosa Springs SUN 
has provided comprehensive 

coverage of community events. 

We are proud to be 
your community newspaper. 

Subscribe today!

The Pagosa Springs Sun
PO Box 9, Pagosa Springs, CO 81147

(970) 264-2100 

❏ In County $25.00 yearly  ❏ Out of county $35.00 yearly

SUNThe Pagosa Springs
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Michael Pierce Photography
A herd of elk makes its way across Pinon Lake, near the Quality Resort. The elk were 
reportedly startled by people eager to watch and photograph them, and made their way 
into the water. Officers of the Division of Wildlife maneuvered the herd using noisemaking 
rounds — “whistlers” and “screamers” — as well as rubber pellets shot into the water 
behind the animals. The herd was moved out of the south end of the lake. Traffic on U.S. 
160 was blocked by local law enforcement officers and the Colorado State Patrol while 
the herd crossed the highway into the Alpha subdivision. 

www.pagosasun.com
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By Donald D. Volger
Thousands of sincere, well-meaning individuals have concluded that killing is wrong. They 

don’t believe man has the right to take life because all life is precious. They are right; life is pre-
cious and murder is wrong.

Murder is killing unlawfully with malice aforethought. However, hunting is not murder 
because malice is not a factor. Hunters, for the most part, harbor a deep respect and apprecia-
tion for the game they pursue.

Man is responsible for what happens to the earth. He must accept his role of caretaker and 
learn to manage the natural resources wisely. Wildlife is one of this planet’s most precious 
resources.

Wise management is based on the principle that healthy animal populations are limited 
by the amount and quality of the habitat in which they live. If the number grows too large, the 
habitat is negatively affected and animals eventually die of starvation and disease. Therefore, the 
number of animals must be limited to avoid overpopulation and habitat destruction. In modern 
times, hunting has proven to be the most efficient and humane method of population control.

Many species have benefited from the establishment of well-planned management pro-
grams. Today, whitetail deer, mule deer, antelope, elk, bear, moose and buffalo populations 
are on the increase in many portions of our country. Nongame species like the river otter and 
the peregrine falcon also benefit.

How are these programs funded? By sportsmen’s dollars. When hunters and fishermen 
purchase licenses, their money goes to support management programs. When outdoorsmen 
buy hunting and fishing equipment, a portion of that money is added. When hunters purchase 
migratory waterfowl stamps, those expenditures help obtain and improve habitat. Dollars 
from Ducks Unlimited, Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation and similar organizations are used 
for buying and upgrading wildlife habitat.

Who is responsible for the healthy wildlife populations? The sportsman and the dedicated 
wildlife manager.

The hunter, however, has an image problem. Many hunters are viewed as egotistical, macho 
slobs who get some kind of perverted pleasure from watching things die — and this is not true. 
But we, as hunters, are partially to blame for the misconception.

When unethical hunters litter, vandalize property, trespass, improperly display harvested 
game, violate safety rules and commit game law violations, all sportsmen suffer. Outdoorsmen 
need to be more considerate toward those who may choose not to hunt. If we want to be viewed 
as informed, intelligent and caring sportsmen, we have to act like it.

Hunters are evaluated by others. Each individual hunter makes an impact. It will either be a 
positive one or a negative one. We must work harder at making a positive impression on those 
who watch. A little common sense and common courtesy couldn’t hurt.

If you consider yourself a true sportsman, don’t just sit idle. Get involved with organizations 
that support your views. Pass your knowledge and love of the outdoors along to your children 
and their friends by including them in some of your activities. Evaluate the reasons you hunt 
and be able to verbalize them. Purchase hunting licenses and duck stamps even if you can’t 
get into the field.

Don’t take hunting for granted. If you do, the next generation of sportsmen may not have 
the opportunity to decide whether or not they are going to hunt. That decision will have been 
made for them.

Protect your hunting privilege
Keyah Grande Ranch

38 Years  Experience  •  18 Years in Pagosa Springs

For inspiration visit www.pagosagold.com  
970-264-6600 

9 AM - 4:30 PM  •  M-F  
or by appointment

100% Custom Jewelry 
14K & 18K Gold  •  Platinum • Fine Jewelry Repair

Elk Ivory Jewelry • Wedding Bands • Fashion Rings • Pendants & More
Gemstones • Diamonds • Coins & More

Granite
Shop 

To 
Downtown

Hwy
160

14th St.

Custom Elk Ivory Jewelry

Summer Phillips 

Custom Jewelry

100% Custom Jewelry 100% Custom Jewelry 100% Custom Jewelry 

Visit our new, expanded studio and gallery at 123 N. 15th St. 
and see examples of elk ivory jewelry and other selections.

We’ve got ya covered from 

AHHHhh’s to ZZZzzz’s!

Visit us today!

100% HOT Mineral Water 
Swimming Pool/Hot Tub/Bath House

Massage Services - a�ordable relief for your aching muscles!
Comfy Rooms • Suites • Park-Model Cabins

317 Hot Springs Blvd. •  Open Daily 8 am to 10 pm 
970-264-5910 • pshotsprings.com

http://www.pagosagold.com
www.pshotsprings.com


By Colorado Parks and Wildlife 
Preparing for a hunting trip is a major effort. Listed below 

are a few common items that hunters often forget as they 
get ready to go into the backcountry.

❏ First aid kit (include mole skin/duct tape for blisters)

❏ Compass and high-quality maps

❏ Fire starter for use in the field

❏ Knife sharpener

❏ Extra batteries

❏ Rain gear

❏ Blaze orange vest and cap

❏ Extra fuel for camp-stove

❏ Tire chains

❏ Cleaning supplies, trash bags

❏ Flashlight/lantern

❏ Game bags

❏ Sunscreen

❏ Toilet tissue

❏ Hunting license

❏ List of family/friends’ phone numbers

❏ Extra water bottles

❏ Water purification pump or tablets

❏ 2014 Colorado Big Game Hunting brochure 

Please check the 2012 Colorado Big Game hunting brochure for unit specific regulations

2012 COLORADO GAME MANAGEMENT UNITS

UNIT NUMBERS IN RED indicate GMUs where  chronic wasting disease has been detected.   These map boundaries are only approximate. The map is NOT to be used in the field as an indicator of 
unit boundaries. See the unit descriptions on pages 56-59 of the 2012 Big Game brochure for specific boundaries. 

Area Game Management Units

Be prepared 
for your 

hunt: make a 
checklist 

Guides and outfitters must be regis-
tered, bonded and insured in Colorado. 
They also need permits to operate on 
public land and must register with the 
Office of Outfitter Registration, 1560 
Broadway, Suite 1340, Denver, CO 80202, 

(303) 894-7778; www.dora.state.co.us/
outfitters.

Legal, legitimate outfitters operate 
around the state and can provide invalu-
able resources for your hunting trip. Verify 
an outfitter’s registration by contacting 

the above office or Colorado Outfitters 
Association, www.coloradooutfitters.org. 
For more information regarding hunting 
and fishing, contact Colorado Parks and 
Wildlife at (303) 297-1192 or visit the 
website at http://cpw.state.co.us.

Select a licensed outfitter

By Colorado Parks and Wildlife
Hunting mule deer in Colorado is always challenging. 

Hunters can improve their success by understanding the 
habits of these critters. 

During the 2013 seasons, for all manners of take, 74,233 
hunters harvested 32,941 mule deer for a 44 percent success 
rate. It is estimated that Colorado is home to about 417,950 
deer after the 2013 hunt.

In the mountains and foothills, mule deer don’t spend 
much time in heavy timber. They are primarily browsers and 
prefer aspen and forest edges where there are plenty of low 
shrubs, small trees, oak brush and varied vegetation types.

Mule deer are most active at night and can often be found 
in meadow areas during low-light hours. During the day, 
they’ll bed down in protective cover.

In warm weather, look for deer along ridgelines where 
wind is consistent and helps to keep them cool. 

During the low-light hours of evening and morning, hunt 
in meadows at the edge of thick cover. If you see where they 
are feeding during times of low-light, it’s likely they’ll move 
into nearby timbered areas to rest for part of the day. Deer 

tend to move during the middle of the day toward the areas 
where they feed in the evening. 

A slow stalk is recommended. Spend a lot of time scan-
ning slowly with binoculars — a deer can appear at any time. 

Pay attention to the wind direction. If the wind is blow-
ing in the direction you are moving, a deer will likely pick up 
your scent. Deer avoid going to creeks in daylight, so there 
is no advantage to hunting near moving water sources dur-
ing the day. 

One advantage mule deer give to hunters is their curios-
ity. When mule deer are spooked, they’ll often run a short 
distance then turn to determine if they are being pursued. 
That may give you one good chance for a shot.

A small amount of snow will get deer moving quickly out 
of high-altitude areas. Usually by late October, migrating 
herds will move to winter range areas, even if there is no snow. 

Hunters should aim at the vital organ area, which presents 
a small target — about the size of a dinner plate just behind 
the front quarter. Hunters, no matter how good they are at the 
range, should never try to make a head shot. Many animals 
are injured and die slowly because of attempted head shots.

By Colorado Parks and Wildlife 
The popular hunting magazines often display colorful 

photographs of huge bull elk standing in open meadows pre-
senting easy targets. The reality in the mountains of Colorado, 
however, is far different. 

Stalking these animals is challenging and most hunters 
won’t get easy shots. You’re more likely to find elk on a steep 
hillside, in a dark ravine, or in thick timber than standing 
out in the open. 

The hunter success rate for all manners of take in Colorado 
was 20 percent in 2013, and a total of 43,606 were harvested. A 
total of 219,166 hunters stalked elk last season. It’s estimated 
that there are about 266,000 elk in Colorado post hunt 2013, 
the most of any state. 

If weather is warm, elk stay spread out over vast areas at 
high elevations at and above timberline. In those conditions, 
hunters need to work extra hard. When snow falls, elk will 
usually start to move, bunch up, and look for food sources 
at lower elevations or on slopes where vegetation is exposed. 
However, the snowfall must be significant; usually more than 
a foot of snow must be on the ground to get elk moving. 

Hunters must get off their ATVs and hunt slowly and qui-
etly far from any road. Elk are very smart, move quickly at 
any hint of danger and hide in rugged terrain. Compounding 
the challenge for hunters is the fact that elk typically gather 
in groups of 10 or more. If one is spooked, they all move and 
they can run easily for a mile or more.

Elk are most active during the night and are likely to be 
grazing in transition areas — meadows next to heavy timber, 
where different types of vegetation meet and just above or 
below ridgelines. Hunters should watch these areas at first 
light and at dusk. 

During the day, hunters need to move into the dark timber 
— cool north-facing slopes — and not be hesitant to hunt in 
difficult areas. Hunters should move as quietly as possible for 
short distances and then scan the woods for 10 minutes or 
more before moving again. Even in dense forest, it’s a good 
idea to use binoculars so you can discern subtle movement 
or unusual colors in the trees. 

If you find the areas where animals graze at night, it’s likely 
that you’ll find them in adjacent areas during the day. 

When hunting in areas with roads, move far above or far 
below the roads to find elk. In areas where two roads are in 
close proximity, locate the most difficult terrain in between.

Line up your shot carefully because elk are difficult to 
knock down. The best shots are delivered in the critical 
area of the lungs and heart just behind and below the front 
quarters. Never try for a head shot, as this can result in only 
wounding the animal.

To learn more about hunting elk, check out “Elk Hunt-
ing University” on the Colorado Parks and Wildlife website: 
http://cpw.state.co.us/learn/Pages/EHU.aspx. This program 
gives extensive information regarding all phases of elk hunt-
ing. 

Tips for hunting elk 

Tips for hunting mule deer 
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By Colorado Parks and Wildlife
As Colorado’s big game season gets underway, hunters and outdoor enthusiasts are re-

minded of the importance of using weed-free forage for livestock while in the backcountry. 
Hay, straw and mulch must be certified free of noxious weeds before anyone stores or uses it 
on federal lands and Colorado Parks and Wildlife properties. Hay must be clearly marked by 
the certifying state or province. 

The Weed-free Forage Program, provided by the Colorado Department of Agriculture, 
inspects forage or mulch before it is harvested to verify there are no unwanted noxious weed 
parts. State agriculture and wildlife officials believe the use of certified weed-free forage and 
mulch helps reduce the spread of weeds.

Noxious weeds are non-native plants that often exist without the presence of any natural 
predators, thus giving them the ability to spread extensively and pose a severe threat to the 
delicate balance of our native ecosystems. Invasive species such as leafy spurge, yellow toad-flax, 
orange hawkweed and many others can displace native plants, causing tremendous damage 
to wildlife habitat and agricultural productivity in Colorado. 

Colorado Parks and Wildlife encourages you to help protect the outdoor areas you recreate 
in by feeding weed-free forage to your riding and pack animals to help prevent the introduc-
tion and spread of noxious weeds.

Every year, the Colorado Department of Agriculture publishes a statewide directory of 
sources where the public can buy weed-free forage. You can also contact the Department of 
Agriculture by phone at (303) 239-4149. Many Colorado Parks and Wildlife offices can provide 
these lists, as well. 

Colorado is part of a regional weed-free forage certification program along with several 
surrounding states. If more convenient, those who are out of state and would like to bring 
forage onto public land in Colorado can check with their own Department of Agriculture. If 
their state has a recognized weed-free forage program, bringing your state’s certified forage 
into Colorado is fine. 
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David Hannigan, Colorado Parks and Wildlife

Use weed-free forage for livestock 
while in the backcountry

BUFFALO INN
164 North Pagosa Blvd. 

Free WiFi • Open 7 days a week

Restaurant:  7 am to 9 pm • 731-1919
Bar: 11 am to 2 am • 731-0519

Welcome 
Hunters 
Start your 
hunt here!

Hunter Specials
Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner

Full Bar with Pool Tables
Entertainment

Historic Pagosa Bar
“where the locals go”

Draft Beer $2.75 in 12 oz. frozen mugs • Well Drinks $3.75
50¢ o� draft beer and well drinks during Happy Hour 5-7 daily

Only cigar bar in the county • Smoking allowed
Under the same ownership since 1979 • Oldest liquor license in town

264-5798 • Open 10 am to 2 am in historic downtown Pagosa
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Venison
Venison is the meat of antlered animals, 

e.g., deer, moose, elk and caribou. It is of finer 
texture, much leaner, but more watery than 
beef.

Liver, heart and kidneys are best if eaten 
immediately while the rest of the meat is still 
hanging.

The heart can simply be washed, sliced and 
fried in butter. Liver and kidneys are improved 
by cleaning and kneading gently in salt water 
to remove excess blood. They are excellent if 
pan-fried in butter.

After the carcass has aged several days at 
35-40F, you can easily cut it yourself with only 
a sharp knife and remove the meat from the 
bones. Boneless meat takes less freezer space 
and cooks more evenly. Trim off bloodshot 
meat and as much fat as you can. The fat is 
tallow-like and sticks to the roof of the mouth 
unless piping hot.

Meat high on the upper hind legs and along 
the backbone is most tender. Slice one-half- to 
three-fourth-inch thick for steaks and chops.

To freeze, wrap tightly in heavy freezer pa-
per (-20°F rated), shiny side in, staple or seal 
with freezer tape and label each cut.

You can grind meat as you need it, using 
scraps or less tender cuts from the freezer. An 
ordinary home food grinder will do the job. The 
trick is to use small pieces of partially frozen 
meat. To make this lean meat more interesting, 
grind it with fresh sausage (2-3 parts venison 
to 1 part sausage) or grind with 1 part beef fat 
to 6 parts venison.

Venison burgundy
Serves: 6-8
Prep time: 3 1/4 hours
2 T. soy sauce
2 T. flour
2 pounds venison, elk or moose stew meat
4 carrots
2 large onions
1 cup celery, thinly sliced
1 garlic clove, minced
1/4 tsp. pepper
1/4 tsp. marjoram
1/4 tsp. thyme
1 cup burgundy, or any dry red wine
1 cup mushrooms, sliced

Blend soy sauce with flour in a 3-quart bak-
ing dish. Cut meat into 1 1/4-inch cubes. Add 
meat to soy sauce mixture and toss to coat the 
meat cubes.

Cut carrots into chunks, slice onions and 
celery, add minced garlic along with the pep-
per, marjoram, thyme and wine to the meat. 
Stir gently to mix. Cover tightly and oven sim-
mer at 325 degrees for 2 hours.

Add mushrooms and again stir gently. Cov-
er tightly and bake 1 hour longer or until meat 
and vegetables are tender. Serve with fluffy hot 
wild rice, noodles or mashed potatoes.

Pan-frying  
tender cuts

(Steaks, chops and loin)
Because venison is a watery meat with little 

fat marbling, the key to cooking juicy, tender 
steaks and chops is to hold the water in the 
meat. To do so, cut pieces no thicker than 1/4 
inch, fry quickly in a liberal amount of fat and 
do not crowd in the pan.

1. Heat a heavy frying pan until sizzling hot.
2. Add 2 tablespoons butter.
3. Place meat in the hot pan. Sear on both 

sides, turning only once.
4. Reduce heat slightly to finish cooking. 

Turn if necessary. (If water seeps out of the 
meat, the fire is too low or pieces are crowded.)

5. Remove to a warmed platter when meat 
is still pink, just before it seems done. Serve.

For a real hunter’s feast, serve with lemon 
butter or hot Cumberland sauce.

Roasting
(Round, loin)
1. Season with salt and pepper.
2. Place on rack in uncovered pan; cover 

surface with bacon strips.
3. Do not add water; do not cover.
4. Roast in slow oven (300-325°F), allowing 

20-25 minutes per pound.
Moist heat methods
(For less tender cuts)
Substitute venison in most moist heat reci-

pes calling for beef. Use extra fat if necessary.

Stewing
(Shoulder, shank, neck)
1. Cut meat into 1-inch cubes.
2. Season with salt and pepper; sprinkle 

with flour.
3. Brown in hot fat.
4. Cover with boiling water.
5. Cover kettle tightly and cook very slowly 

until tender. Do not boil. Add vegetables just 
long enough before serving time so that they 
will be tender.

Braising
(Shoulder, neck, breast)
1. Season with salt and pepper; rub with 

flour.
2. Brown in hot fat.
3. Add small quantity of water (about 1 cup).
4. Cover closely.
5. Cook very slowly until tender. Turn meat 

occasionally. About 2-3 hours.

Venison soup stock
Put bones left from cutting deer in large 

kettle. Add water to cover. Simmer 2 hours. 
Cover and cool overnight in refrigerator to 
harden fat; then remove all fat. Pick meat from 
bones and return it to the jellied soup stock. 
Package for freezer storage. Use as base for 
noodle or vegetable soup.

Easy campfire 
venison

Save your best steaks and chops for pan-
frying. Anything you don’t quite know how to 
cook will do for the recipe, and it’s sure to be 
tender.
4-6 servings venison, sliced 1/4-inch thick
1 package dry onion soup

Arrange meat in a single layer on heavy alu-
minum foil. Sprinkle generously with dry on-
ion soup. Seal foil packet tightly. Cook slowly in 
bed of hot coals or in 325°F oven about 1 hour, 
or until done. Serve with buttered noodles or 
mashed potatoes.

Venison sausage
30 pounds venison, cut
20 pounds fat pork, about 50 to 60 percent 
lean, cut
1 pound salt
3 ounces black pepper
2 ounces sage, optional

Sprinkle seasonings over meat. Grind 
through coarse chili plate. Regrind through 
sausage plate. If sausage is to be frozen, season 
only half the total amount. Wrap sausage in 
sizes needed for a meal in moisture vapor-
proof paper. Thaw and season unseasoned 
sausage just before using. Unseasoned sau-
sage will keep fresh five to six months, while 
seasoned sausage will turn flat and rancid after 
three months.

Venison roast
3- to 4-pound venison roast
1 package onion soup mix
1 clove garlic, slivered, or garlic salt to taste 
(optional)
1 can cream of celery soup
2 cans water 

Season roast to taste with pepper. Sprinkle 
with onion soup mix and garlic (if desired) over 
meat. Spread celery soup over roast. Add water. 
Cover and cook in 250°F oven 2 to 2 1/2 hours. 
Add more water if necessary. Serves 8-10.

Venison burgers
2 pounds ground venison
1/4 pound ground pork or mild sausage
1 medium onion, chopped
1/4 teaspoon thyme
1/8 teaspoon black pepper
1/4 teaspoon marjoram
2 eggs, beaten
2 tablespoons melted fat
1/4 cup sweet cider

Blend venison, pork and chopped onion 
together. Add seasonings and beaten egg; 
blend well. Form into small patties, about 1/4 
inch thick. Brown burgers on both sides in fat. 
Cover, reduce heat to low, and simmer for 10 
minutes. Turn burgers. Add cider, cover and 
simmer 10 minutes more. Serve immediately. 
Serves 6.

Venison steak 
marinade
1/4 cup dry red wine
1/4 teaspoon ground cardamom
1/8 teaspoon garlic powder
1/3 cup salad oil
3 tablespoons soy sauce

Combine ingredients; pour marinade over 
deer steaks in glass baking pan. Leave steaks 
in marinade at room temperature one to three 
hours, turning them occasionally. Drain steaks, 
broil to desired doneness over charcoal or 
under oven broiler, brushing frequently with 
marinade while broiling. Yield: marinade for 
1 pound of venison.

Venison loaf
2 pounds ground venison
2 eggs
2 teaspoons salt
1 teaspoon pepper
3 tablespoons Worcestershire sauce
1 small onion, chopped
1-1/2 cups bread crumbs or oatmeal

Mix all ingredients. Turn into greased loaf 
pan. Bake in 400°F oven for one hour.

Venison pot roast
Serves: 4-6
Prep Time: 3 hours
2-3 lb. venison rump roast
2 onions, quartered
water
1/3 cup sherry
2 cloves garlic, minced
1/4 tsp. each dry mustard, marjoram, rose-
mary, thyme, sweet basil
1 bay leaf
4 potatoes, quartered
4 carrots, sliced lengthwise
flour
salt and pepper
1 lb. mushrooms
2 T. bacon drippings
butter

Trim off all fat. Season 2 T. flour with salt 
and pepper to taste. Dredge roast in flour. In 
Dutch oven, brown roast on all sides in hot 
bacon drippings. Season generously with 
salt and pepper. Add onions, sherry, garlic, 
spices, bay leaf and carrots. Add water to 
cover. Cook at 350 degrees for 2 hours, stir-
ring every 1/4 hour. Add potatoes, cook 1 
additional hour or until roast and potatoes 
are tender. During last 10 minutes of cook-
ing, clean, slice and saute mushrooms in 
butter. Remove roast and vegetables to warm 
platter. Remove bay leaf. Pour remaining pot 
juices into 4-cup bowl. Add enough water 
to make 3 cups of liquid. Mix 5 T. flour in 
small jar of water to add to pot liquid. Bring 
to boil in Dutch oven and cook 3 minutes. 
Cover sliced roast with mushrooms, serve 
with gravy and beer bread.

Delicious venison recipes



By Colorado Parks and Wildlife
Operation Game Thief is a Colorado Parks 

and Wildlife program that pays rewards 
to citizens who turn in poachers. You can 
reach them toll-free within Colorado at (877) 
COLO-OGT.

Callers do not have to reveal their names 
or testify in court. A reward of $500 is of-
fered for information on cases involving big 
game or endangered species, while $250 is 
offered for information on turkey and $100 
for fishing and small game cases. A citizen 
committee administers the reward fund, 
which is maintained by private contribu-
tions. The board may approve rewards of 
up to $1,000 for flagrant cases. Rewards are 
paid for information that leads to an arrest 
or a citation being issued.

Why do we have it?
In the entire state of Colorado, there 

are 122 district wildlife managers — so, 
wildlife needs your eyes and ears to report 
known or suspected violations. Poaching is 
a serious and costly crime. 
It robs legitimate sports-
men of game and fish, robs 
businesses and taxpayers 
of revenues generated by 
hunting and fishing, and 
robs all of us of a valuable 
natural resource — our 
wildlife. 

Is poaching  
significant?

Yes. No one knows the 
exact figures, but studies in-
dicate poachers may kill al-
most as many animals and 
fish as legitimate hunters 
take during legal seasons. 
If poachers kill even half 
that number each year, the 
problem is serious. Poach-
ers do not confine their kill-
ing only to game animals. 
Threatened, endangered 
and nongame wildlife show 
up in poachers’ bags, as 
well.

Who are the 
poachers?

Poaching is surrounded 
by romantic myths, which 
just aren’t true. Poachers are 
not poor people trying to 
feed their families. In fact, 
putting food on the table 
is one of the least common 

motives for poaching. Poachers kill for the 
thrill of killing, to lash out at wildlife laws, 
for profit and for horns and antlers. They kill 
wildlife any way, time and place they can. 
Poaching rings can be well organized and 
extremely profitable. In a nutshell, poach-
ers are criminals and should be dealt with 
as criminals. 

Does it work?
Yes. Operation Game Thief was pio-

neered by the New Mexico Department 
of Game and Fish and has been adopted 
by 49 of the 50 states, including Colorado. 
Since 1981, Colorado’s Operation Game 
Thief has received more than 2,400 re-
ports of poaching, resulting in more than 
700 convictions. These convictions have 
netted over $600,000 in fines and have 
resulted in the seizure of more than 1,300 
illegally taken animals. During this period, 
almost $130,000 in rewards has been paid 
to citizens who reported suspected illegal 
activity.
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Operation Game Thief 
rewards citizens 

who turn in poachers

SUN photo/Lindsey Bright
A line of European elk skull mounts lines the floor of a local 
taxidermy showroom. The number of bull elk harvested in 
Archuleta County during the 2011 hunting seasons was so 
large that two other rooms at this taxidermist’s facility are 
also full of elk antlers. 

Buckskin Towing & Repair, LLC 

(970) 264-2500 • 1435 E. Hwy. 160 
just past the junction of Hwy. 84 & 160

Serving Archuleta County since 1986.

Need a 
Towing & 

Automotive 
Repair 
Shop? 

We are here 
for you!

Towing Services
• Largest fleet of Tow Trucks in town 

(Recovery/Rollback/H.D.)
• Accident Recovery
• Accident Storage
• Lockouts
• Emergency Road Side
• Motor Clubs Accepted
• Off-road Recovery

Repair Services
• Tire Repair and Replacement
• State-of-the-art Alignment Machine
• Complete Computer Diagnostics
• Glass Replacement & Installation
• Full Automotive Repair
• Mid-size & Heavy-duty Diesel Techs 

on Staff
• ASE Certified Techs
• 12 month 12,000 mile warranty
• All repairs covered by TechNet 

Nationwide Warranty

4x4 • Flatbed • Off-road Recovery • 24-hour Service
Accepting Amex, Discover, MC, Visa, WEX, Voyager

For sale by owner, 1998 sq ft home, 3BD/2BA/3Car on 40± 
wooded acres, mountain views, barn with workshop/tack 
room, National Forest/BLM two sides, abundant wildlife, 
owner access to stocked trout lake and much more.  

$30,000 Below appraisal at $499,900  
Full description with photos available at  
www.forsalebyowner.com/23994657   

Owner contact:  970-264-3890

GREAT HUNTING!

http://www.buckskintowing.com
http://www.forsalebyowner.com/listing/3-bed-Single-Family-home-for-sale-by-owner-5299-Bull-Elk-Place-81147/23994657
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By Colorado Parks and Wildlife

Colorado’s Big Game Licenses
Colorado offers many types of big game licenses and 

options for purchasing them. Hunters — resident and non-
resident — can select from rifle, muzzleloader and archery 
seasons by species and by specific units (or “hunting units,” 
“Game Management Units,” “GMUs”). 

Licenses are sold from three main categories:
1. Limited Licenses are available by application; the 

deadline to apply is always the first week in April. Limited 
licenses are sold out for the 2014 season. 

2. Over-the-counter Licenses (available in July).
3. Leftover Limited Licenses (available in August). 
To ensure you have the license you want for the fall, ap-

ply in the spring!

Limited licenses by drawing 
• The first opportunity to purchase big game licenses is 

through a “drawing” (lottery-like drawing) that comes after 
the application deadline.

• Applications are due before midnight on the first Tues-
day in April, each year.

• You can submit your application online or by mail (a 
mail-in application comes with the Colorado Big Game 
Brochure; available in mid-February each year).

• Application allows you to request up to four hunt code 
choices, and other license choices.

• License prices are published in the Colorado Big Game 
Brochure and online on the Big Game Season Dates and 
Fees page. Apply early to avoid any last-minute online rush. 

Limited licenses
These are big game licenses that are limited in number 

for specific units (GMUs) and hunting seasons. These are 
distributed through the license application and drawing 
process. 

Youth (youth are 12 to 17 years old) limited licenses are 
available at a reduced cost. Youth can also benefit by receiv-
ing preference for many draw units.

Other types of limited licenses
• Private-Land-Only Licenses: These licenses are limited 

in number for specific units and are to be used only on pri-
vate land. They have specific season hunt dates. You must ob-
tain landowner permission before hunting on private land.

• Ranching for Wildlife Licenses: Available only to Colo-
rado residents, hunters may apply for these licenses through 
the application and drawing process for specific seasons and 
ranches. Each ranch has specific rules for hunting on their 
property; these are not private-land-only licenses. Check the 
Ranching for Wildlife restrictions before applying. 

Would you rather hunt than 
get a refund? 

If you are unsuccessful in getting your first choice in the 
application and drawing process — you have options! To 
use one of the following options, check the appropriate “If 
unsuccessful, send me …” option on the application (avail-
able for elk, deer and pronghorn). 

• Leftover Draw Option (elk and deer applications only).
Elk and deer applicants can have first choice of the limited 

licenses that are leftover from the drawing process by check-
ing one of the choices under the “Leftover Draw” option box 
on the application. In June, you will be mailed the list of the 
leftover limited licenses still available and an application. 
Return that application so you get first choice of any of the 
leftover licenses before they go on sale to everyone in August. 

Don’t see anything you want on the leftover list? You can 
still purchase an over-the-counter (OTC) license or request 
a refund.

• Elk or Pronghorn Over-the-Counter Licenses.
OTC antlered (bull) elk licenses are available for your 

choice of second or third rifle season. These licenses can be 
used to hunt in 93 GMUs across Colorado.

For pronghorn hunters, OTC either-sex, archery licenses 
allow you to hunt in numerous units around the state.

If you choose this “if unsuccessful” option, your license 
will be mailed directly to you — no need to visit a CPW office 
or agent, or phone-in or purchase online. 

The applicable maps for these OTC licenses are in the 
“species” sections of the Colorado Big Game Brochure and 
can be downloaded online. (Map of bull and either-sex elk 
units offering OTC licenses and a map of either-sex elk units.)

• Preference Points.
Preference points increase your chances of drawing a 

limited license and are awarded by species. Preference 
points are earned automatically when you don’t get your 
first hunt choice. They cannot be used the same year they 
are earned. If you can’t hunt this year, but intend to in the 
future, you can apply for just a preference point by entering 
the “preference point only” hunt code in the “1st choice 
hunt code” boxes on the application and submitting it with 
the license payment for each species. The license portion 

of the payment will automatically be refunded to you. (If 
you do not qualify for a free preference point, a $40 charge 
will be taken from the refund; see the Colorado Big Game 
Brochure for details.)

Over-the-counter licenses 
(available starting Aug. 5) 

• Over-the-Counter Unlimited Licenses: These are 
antlered (bull) elk licenses available to resident and non-
resident hunters for second or third rifle season. These 
licenses can be used to hunt in 93 GMUs across Colorado.

The OTC either-sex, archery, pronghorn licenses allow 
hunting in numerous units around the state. The applicable 
maps of these units are in the species sections of the bro-
chure and can be downloaded online. (Map of bull elk units 
offering OTC licenses.)

No application is necessary to purchase OTC licenses 
— they went on sale at 9 a.m. MST, Aug. 5. These are sold 
online, by phone at (800) 244-5613, at license agents, and at 
CPW offices around the state. OTC licenses provide you the 
flexibility to discover new units, scout different habitat and, 
potentially, combine your elk hunt with the opportunity to 
hunt another species. 

• Over-the-Counter Licenses with Caps: A preset number 
of bear, antlerless elk and either-sex elk licenses are avail-
able for specific units and specific seasons on a first-come, 
first-served basis for resident and non-resident hunters. 
These are called licenses “with caps.” They are sold online, 
by phone at (800) 244-5613 or at CPW offices and license 
agents starting at 9 a.m. MST, Aug. 5.

Leftover Limited Licenses 
(available starting Aug. 5) 

• Leftover Limited Licenses: These are the limited licenses 
remaining after the limited license draw and leftover draw 
processes. They go on sale to the public at 9 a.m. MST, Aug. 
5 .They are sold at license agents, CPW offices, and by phone 
at (800) 244-5613. They are available for online purchase 
starting Aug. 6. 

Before you buy:  
Required information 

1. Hunter education: Everyone born on or after Jan. 1, 
1949, must hold a valid hunter education card/certificate 
before applying for or purchasing any hunting license or 
before applying for a preference point. Your hunter educa-
tion card/certificate and the appropriate license(s) must be 
in your possession while hunting. 

2. Social Security Number: As required by the Colorado 
Support Enforcement Act, established by HB 97-1205 and 
implemented through 24-33-110 C.R.S., your Social Secu-
rity Number (SSN) is required to purchase or apply for all 
CPW licenses. Your SSN is not shown on your license. It is 
provided, when requested, to the Colorado Department of 
Human Services, Child Support Enforcement, as required 
by law and is used to enforce the law. 

3. Photo I.D.: Be aware, also, that a photo I.D. is required 
for all license purchases. Proof of residency is also required 
for Colorado residents. 

Colorado Big Game License Options 
Elk, Deer, Bear, Pronghorn and Moose

Michael Seraphin, Colorado Parks and Wildlife



By Colorado Parks and Wildlife
To manage big game animals and to assure sustainable 

hunting opportunities and resource preservation, Colo-
rado Parks and Wildlife issues a limited number of licenses 
through a drawing process for most species.  

For big game, over-the-counter licenses are available in 
most areas of the state only for bull elk during the second 
and third seasons.

Hunters who want licenses for deer, elk in limited units 
and for the first and fourth seasons and other big game must 
apply annually. 

If you do not apply or hold a license for that species at 
least once within 10 consecutive years for a bear, elk, deer 
or pronghorn, your preference points for that species will 
be lost.

Here’s how the application and draw system works: 
Hunters apply for licenses and submit up to four choices 

for the Game Management Units desired. Applicants who 
don’t get their first choice get a preference point for that unit. 
An applicant can also purchase one point each year for $40. 
However, no more than one preference point per species can 
be awarded in a year. Points are awarded for each individual 
species. 

The number of preference points needed to draw a license 
depends on the species, season and the particular game 
management unit. For the most coveted units, hunters must 
accumulate numerous preference points to have a chance 
to obtain a license in the draw.

There are four separate elk seasons in Colorado. For the 
second and fourth seasons, hunters can buy an over-the-
counter license that can be used in most Game Management 
Units throughout the state. No preference points or special 
applications are needed. Applications are necessary for 
people who want to hunt during the first or fourth seasons 
and for most units, hunters must have accumulated some 
preference points. 

The number of points needed varies from one Game 
Management Unit to another. Some units require 10 or 
more points, while some units require only one or even 
zero preference points. The annual draw is the first Tues-
day in April, so hunters can start doing research on the 
Colorado Parks and Wildlife website in late winter to find 
out how many points are needed for the unit where they 
want to hunt. 

If you want to accumulate points for a preferred unit, 
but you still want to hunt in that season, apply your first 

choice to the coveted unit but pick units with zero point 
requirements for your subsequent choices. Preference 
points continue to accumulate until you receive a first-
choice license.  

Parks and Wildlife maintains a permanent preference 
point record for everyone who applies. The record is auto-
matically referenced when a hunter applies for a unit that 
requires points. 

Most big game licenses are reserved for Colorado 
residents. For units and species that require five or more 
preference points, 80 percent of the licenses are allocated 
to residents, the remainder to non-residents. If fewer than 
five preference points are needed, 65 percent of the licenses 
are allocated for state residents and the remainder for non-
residents.

A complete explanation for all species and a list of 
preference-point requirements for the upcoming season is 
published each year in the March/April edition of Colorado 
Outdoors. The information is also published on the website, 
cpw.state.co.us.  

The deadline to apply for limited licenses is always held 
on the first Tuesday in April. Results are posted on the web-
site by early June.
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Understanding Colorado’s 
Preference Point System 

In-store Specials 
during hunting seasons 

on vodka, whiskey and more
Largest selection of micro beers in downtown
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635 San Juan St. (Hwy 160 Downtown across from Sonoco) 
(970) 731-PAWN (7296)

San Juan Trading Post
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Guns for Sale

Rifles • Shotguns • Pistols • Revolvers  
Collectibles • Tactical • Hunting • Self Defense

Ammo  •  Sporting Goods
Jewelry  •  Gifts  •  & More!
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By Colorado Parks and Wildlife
Reintroduced to Colorado nearly 30 years ago, moose 

are thriving in many parts of the state. Unfortunately, 
almost every year hunters accidentally shoot moose. Dur-
ing the 2011 big game seasons, more than a dozen moose 
were killed by elk hunters who thought they were shooting 
at cow elk. 

Elk hunters need to be sure to know the difference be-
tween these two ungulates. If a hunter without the proper 
license shoots a moose, the fine can be more than $1,000 
and hunting privileges can be lost. 

Moose are the largest members of the deer family and 
have adapted to a variety of habitats. They favor willows 
along streams and ponds. But be aware, some moose also 
inhabit lodgepole pine, oak brush, aspen, spruce, fir and 
even sagebrush — in other words, the same areas where 
elk live. Moose can be found in almost any high-country 
habitat area of Colorado. 

There’s no excuse for mistaking these animals. They 
are vastly different in size, color, antler shape and habits. 
A mature Shiras bull moose weighs 1,200 pounds — about 
twice as much as the average bull elk. Moose are dark brown 
and appear almost black. Elk are light brown — a bull elk 
can be almost golden — with a pale yellow rump.

A moose has a very large, long and bulbous nose and 
a “bell” under the throat. An elk’s snout is much narrower 
and it has no “bell.” A mature bull moose has broad, flat 
antlers, unlike the pointed antlers of an elk. But the antlers 
on some young bull moose have not flattened out yet, so 
hunters need to look over the entire animal before pulling 
the trigger.

Moose act very differently than elk, however, when ap-
proached by humans. Typically, moose will not flee like elk 
at the sight of a hunter, which makes them easier to kill. So 
if it sees you and doesn’t run, it’s probably a moose.

Despite these readily apparent differences, every hunt-
ing season brings a number of illegal moose kills. Circum-
stances vary from mistaken identity by hunters to blatant 
poaching. The common denominator in most accidental 
kills is that the hunter is not using other optical aids besides 
the rifle scope. Always carry binoculars or a spotting scope 
to help you properly identify the species you are hunting.

The first moose to reach Colorado — 12 from Utah — 
were transplanted by wildlife biologists in the North Park 
region near Walden in 1978. The next year, another dozen 
were released in the Illinois River drainage, also in North 
Park. Some of these moose moved into the Laramie River 
Valley and, in 1987, an additional 12 animals were brought 
in from Wyoming. By 1991, the North Park population was 
doing so well that some of those moose were moved to the 
upper Rio Grande drainage near Creede. In 2005 and 2006, 
moose from Utah were transplanted on the Grand Mesa. 
In the summer of 2008, the DOW brought a few moose 
from Utah to supplement the small herd in the La Garita 
mountains south of Gunnison. 
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Elk&Moose
Comparison

Elk Hunters: Be Aware of Your Target!
Moose can be found in the same habitat as elk in
Colorado. Make sure you know the di�erence be-
tween these two species, so you don’t accidentally
kill a moose. Use your binoculars, not scopes.
Don’t just look at the animal’s antlers; study the
entire head before you shoot.

COLORADO DIVISION OFWILDLIFE
6060 Broadway • Denver, CO 80216

(303) 297-1192 • www.wildlife.state.co.us

Bull Elk
• Slender snout
• Pale yellow rump
• Chestnut-brown neck
• Reddish, lighter brown body
• Darker legs
• Antlers not palmated
• Obvious brow tines coming o�
main beam.

Cow Elk
• Slender snout
• Pale yellow rump
• Chestnut-brown neck
• Reddish, lighter brown body
• Darker legs

Bull Moose
• Dark, black-brown body
• Overhanging snout, bulbous nose
• Larger bell (beard) on throat
• Whitish-gray legs
• Palmated antlers with tines

Cow Moose
• Dark, black-brown body
• Overhanging snout, bulbous nose
• Bell (beard) on throat
• Whitish-gray legs

You Can Stop Poaching
Your Wildlife – Your Loss
Turn In a Poacher
1-877-COLO-OGT
1-877-265-6648

Confusing Calves
Be very careful you don’t mistake a moose
calf with an antlerless elk. Young moose
have a reddish coat, similar to elk!
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Moose or elk? 
Be sure to know the difference
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By Colorado Parks and Wildlife
Hunters must remember that altitude can 

affect their health and their ability to move 
easily, and in the Rockies, weather can change 
quickly, with fast-moving storms dumping a 
couple of feet of snow in just a few hours. 

Be prepared for all types of weather — wet, 
cold, dry and hot. Take appropriate clothing 
and the right camping gear. If possible, espe-
cially for those coming from lower altitudes, 
spend a few days at higher elevation before 
hunting to allow your body to acclimate.

Heavy snowfall can occur starting in Sep-
tember. High-country hunters need to watch 
the weather closely and pick their escape 
routes. Snow can hide trails or make them 
impassable.  

Survival experts recommend that you never 
go into a wilderness area alone. Unavoidable 
accidents do happen. Learn how to use a com-
pass, take a map of the area and orient yourself 
before leaving camp. Explain to your hunting 
partners where you’ll be going and when you 
plan to return. 

Always carry a survival kit and know how 
to use it. Such a kit should include a knife, 
waterproof matches, fire starter, compass, 
reflective survival blanket, high-energy food, 
water purification tablets, first aid kit, whistle 

and unbreakable signal mirror.
If you get lost, sit down, regain your compo-

sure, and think for a few minutes. Many times 
people who are lost can figure out where they 
went wrong and make it back to camp. If you 
truly don’t know where you are, stay put. 

Survival experts explain that survival is 80 
percent attitude, 10 percent equipment and 
10 percent skill and knowledge.

If you are caught in a storm or forced to 
spend the night out, there are three keys to 
survival: shelter, fire and signal. 

If you can’t find camp and have to overnight 
in the wild, your first priority is shelter. Even if 
you have nothing else going for you — no fire 
or food — an adequate shelter that is warm 
and dry will keep you alive until rescuers find 
you. That means anything from an overhang-
ing rock shelf to a cave, a timber lean-to or 
snow cave. Cut boughs from evergreen trees 
and use them as padding and for covering.

Dress in layers and take extras with you. 
Put on layers before you become chilled and 
take off a layer before you become damp with 
perspiration. Staying warm is a process of stay-
ing dry. Do not dress in cotton — it becomes 
wet easily and is difficult to dry. Use wool, 
wool blends or synthetic clothing that wicks 
moisture away from skin. 

Be sure to carry a quality stocking cap that 
is made of wool or synthetic fleece. You lose up 
to 45 percent of your heat around your head, 
neck and shoulders. Winter headgear should 
conserve heat, breathe and be water repellent. 
The old saying, “If your feet are cold, put your 
hat on,” is good advice.

Use waterproof footgear, wool or synthetic 
socks, and always remember to carry gloves.

Fire is the second priority if you are forced 
to stay out overnight. Know how to build a fire 
even in wet or snowy conditions. That means 
carrying a lighter, metal matches or wooden 
matches in waterproof containers and a fire-
starter — such as steel wool, cotton or saw-
dust saturated with paint thinner or alcohol. 
Camping stores sell a variety of fire starters. 
Experiment with various materials before go-
ing into the field. A fire will warm your body, 
dry your clothes, cook your food and help you 
to signal for help.

The third priority is signaling. This can be 
done by fire — flames at night or smoke from 
green branches during the day; with a signal 
mirror in bright sunshine; and with sound — 
hence the whistle.

You can live up to three or four weeks with-
out food. You will, however, be more efficient 
and alert, and have more confidence if you 

are able to satisfy your hunger. So, carry some 
high-energy food in your survival kit. 

Water is more important to survival than 
food. Your body needs about three quarts of 
water a day to metabolize its energy reserves 
and carry away waste. Carry iodine tablets 
to add to water taken from streams or snow 
banks. Avoid drinking ice-cold water, which 
can cause your body temperature to drop. 

Altitude sickness is another danger. Hunt-
ers who are fatigued, cold or exhausted are vul-
nerable. At the very least, altitude sickness can 
ruin a hunting trip; at the worst, it can be fatal. 

Take time to acclimate and do not move 
quickly above 8,000 feet. Symptoms of altitude 
sickness include shortness of breath, fatigue, 
nausea, headache and loss of appetite. To 
avoid altitude sickness, get in shape, limit al-
cohol consumption, acclimate for a few days 
before the start of the season and drink lots of 
water. Staying hydrated is a key factor in reduc-
ing your chances of getting altitude sickness.

Hunters with heart problems should be 
extra careful in Colorado’s high country. To 
prevent problems, hunters should consult 
with their doctors before going to the high 
country. If you have a heart condition, you 
should keep any prescribed medication with 
you at all times. 
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High-altitude survival tips

Pagosa Auto Parts, Inc
CARQUEST

(970) 264-4127 • 523 San Juan Street
Open Mon-Sat

Largest inventory in town for a full line 
of automotive and heavy-duty parts.

Free windshield wiper installation
Head light bulbs • Tire chains • Tow straps

Auto detailing supplies

Free local delivery available
Come visit us today!

Hunting 
for the Best 

in Auto Parts 
& Service?

We are your hometown parts store

Showcase 
Your Hunting 
Achievement

Mountainaire Taxidermy
(970) 731-3466

mountainairetaxidermy@hotmail.com

Master Taxidermist
Over 30 years experience • 19 years in Pagosa Springs

Preserve the 
memory of your hunt 
with a quality mount

We are pleased to announce that Mountainaire Taxidermy is 
now conducting business exclusively from their home studio, 

conveniently located at 797 Deer Trail, off U.S. 160.

Thank you for your continued patronage. 
We look forward to seeing you in the upcoming hunting season. 
You can expect the same service and quality workmanship you 

have received over the years.

http://www.napaonline.com/co/pagosa_springs/
http://www.mountainairetaxidermy.com
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By Bill Haggerty
How do you know you’re close to elk when you can’t see 

them and you can’t hear them?
“When you smell fresh urine,” said the ever-eloquent 

John Ellenberger. “It’s like a slap in the face. You know you’re 
REAL close.”

Ellenberger knows that smell.
He’s been real close to elk.
Of course, part of his job is to know about elk. All about 

elk. Even about the smell of elk urine.
For years, Ellenberger has been the senior terrestrial biolo-

gist for the Colorado Parks and Wildlife’s northwest region, 
based in Grand Junction. Before that, he was the district 
wildlife manager for the Crested Butte area.

He’s hunted all his life. He’s trapped and released hundreds 
of elk throughout his career. He’s studied them, read about 
them, counted them from helicopters and small-engine 
airplanes.

He’s been real close to elk.
But does he harvest one every year he goes hunting?
“No. So what’s your point?” he said grinning.
“You can’t always get what you want, but if you try some-

time, you just might find, you get what you need.” A good 
slap in the face.

Let’s face it. Most of us don’t harvest an elk each and every 
year. In fact, the state average is about 24-percent success for 
hunters — that’s all rifle seasons and archery.

Ellenberger said, simply, most hunters rush things.
“Most hunters are in too big a hurry. They cover too much 

ground. Then, when they do blunder into elk, they bust ‘em 
out before they know the elk are there.

“You can boogie if you’re in country where there are no 
signs of elk,” Ellenberger said, “but if you’re in good country 
with good signs, slow down. Try to heighten your senses and 
be aware of what’s going on.”

Stop and smell the urine!
But, gee, Mr. Natural, how do I know if I’m in good elk 

country?
Hopefully, you’ve done your homework prior to the hunt. 

Ellenberger stressed that hunters should learn as much as 
possible about life history, habits, habitat and behavior. What 
kind of habitat do elk use in August? How about December? 
Which units have high elk numbers? Which units have a lot 
of public property with adequate access?

Once you’ve decided on a hunting unit, get the appropri-
ate maps and head out on a scouting trip. Become familiar 
with the country. Then, stick to it.

“Don’t jump from unit to unit each year,” Ellenberger said. 
“You’ll never get to know the area, and you really limit your 
chances of success.”

Next, learn how to use your binoculars or spotting scope. 
“Glass, glass, glass,” the biologist insisted, “especially in the 
early morning and late afternoon. You’ll do a lot better if you 
sit down and glass. Look for animals bedding down or up 
feeding somewhere. Once you find them, then you can figure 
out a plan on how to hunt the animals. But trying to get out 
early in the morning and run into something without prior 
knowledge of where the elk are — that’s real tough.

“Hunters need to remember that when they’re out there 

hiking around, the animals have the upper hand,” Ellenberger 
explained.

“They have superior sight, smell and hearing. They do this 
for a living, 365 days a year. They hold all the cards, so you 
have to do what you can to turn it in your favor.”

For example, he said, “Most guys use the bull call lots 
more than they should. Maybe that has potential when you’re 
trying to locate other bulls during archery or muzzle load-
ing rifle seasons. But after that, you don’t want to sound like 
the biggest, baddest bull on the mountain. What bull with a 
harem of cows wants to challenge some bad bull that’s going 
to kick him off his own mountain?”

Instead, Ellenberger suggested cow calls and calf squeals. 
If you know how to use a cow call or you can squeal like a 
calf elk, then once you locate a bull, you can try the cow call 
or the squeal.

“My experience is that when you use it, the bull won’t 
answer, but he’s looking. He’ll circle and try to get your scent 
on the wind, so even if he doesn’t call back, lots of times elk 
will move toward you.

Once, Ellenberger recalled, “I had a bull come within eight 
feet because I paced it off. I had him close enough to see his 
nostrils flare when he breathed. I could see his eyelashes 
when he blinked. He kept coming closer and closer and fi-
nally winded me before he stepped on me. Then, he ran away 
about 30 or 40 yards and I called again. He stopped dead in his 
tracks, turned and stared and stayed another few minutes.”

Of course, Ellenberger practices and practices with the 
calls. And, he’s had good opportunities to see how they work.

“I’ve even had cow elk in an elk trap walk up to me face to 
face to see what I was after using a call.”

He advised hunters not to use a call if they don’t know how.
“If you can use one and if the elk don’t know you’re there 

and haven’t winded you, you can do some incredible things 
with a cow call,” he said. “Even during the rut, the cow call is 
deadly on the bulls. They’ll come closer to you, especially if 
a bull has a harem. He may not challenge another bull, but 
he’ll sure chase after another cow.”

Once you find the animal and you’re ready to take your 
shot, hunters underestimate how strong and how powerful 
elk are. Even with big guns and magnum loads, Ellenberger 
said he’s seen elk shot through the lungs, “and you can’t even 
tell the elk has been shot.”

The biologist tells hunters to be extra careful shooting into 
a group of running elk.

“You may be taking lethal shots and not know it. All of a 
sudden, you have three dead elk on the ground. Make sure 
where you place your shot, then don’t take your eyes off the 
animal you first shot at. If you shoot in a group and animals 
start milling around, watch closely. Eventually, your animal 
will go down. But if you keep shooting, you may end up with 
more than you bargained for.”

How about tracking?
“I’ve thought at times I was fairly good at reading tracks,” 

Ellenberger insisted. “But I’ve gotten onto tracks that I 
thought may have been made that morning, only to find 
out it was probably made a day before. No sense in follow-
ing that track.”

Nonetheless, the biologist said, “If you see elk 300 or 400 

yards ahead of you, it’s a good idea to get on the track and 
go slow, but don’t move too quick. You don’t want to blow 
them out.”

Just finding track, however, and not knowing how long it’s 
been on the ground, is a different story. “The elk may have 
run into the next county, and it may not be worth it at all to 
stay on that track. But if you see the animal from a distance 
and you can find the tracks, sure, go for it.”

Even on the snow, in moist conditions, Ellenberger said, 
“It’s a crap shoot. Maybe you can get on those elk, but first, 
the track is probably older than you think, and, second, even 
if it shows they’re not running, elk still move at a fairly rapid 
rate and you’ll never catch them.

“If you get on a track and you haven’t jumped animals within 
about a half a mile, there’s not much chance. Change plans.”

If you use binoculars and spot elk, and they’re not spooked, 
“analyze terrain and cover. Plan an appropriate stalk to get 
close enough to the animal for a good shot,” Ellenberger said.

“Again, keep in mind wind conditions at all times.”
Another method of elk hunting, if you don’t see the ani-

mals, is the time-honored method of stand hunting.
“Large herds of elk reside on public land,” Ellenberger 

noted. “Obviously, this is where large numbers of hunters 
are found.”

If you’re in one of these areas, Ellenberger suggested locat-
ing a spot frequented by elk. Then, find a good place, sit and 
be patient. Count on other hunters to move animals to you.

A good place may be a saddle on a ridge where elk may 
pass or a small park at the upper end of a drainage near a 
saddle.

“Put yourself near any spot that would offer an obvious 
escape route for elk,” the biologist said.

Another proven elk hunting method is “the drive.” This 
involves placing stand hunters at strategic locations, such as 
dense cover, escape routes or openings that can be crossed 
by moving elk. When the stand hunters are in place, another 
group of hunters moves through the cover, pushing elk out 
of hiding or resting areas.

Of course, there are problems with this method. First, 
stand hunters must make sure of their line of fire. “Safety 
is a problem because you don’t necessarily see all the other 
hunters you’re working with. Also, there may be other hunters 
in the area that you are unaware of.”

Second, the method may require a larger group of hunters 
than you normally hunt with. Ellenberger insisted, however, 
that this method can be successful with one or two stand 
hunters and one driver hunter.

The third problem is that if you severely spook the elk, 
“they’re long gone and they may not come back to that area 
for days.”

The fourth problem Ellenberger sees with a drive is that 
the animals are usually running. They have a high adrenaline 
flow, and you may end up with some tough meat. Worse, the 
animal may be only wounded and must be tracked for long 
distances.

Finally, whether you’re on a drive, a stand or a stalk, be 
patient. “It always takes longer than you think.”

Stop and smell the urine. It may be the slap in the face 
you need.

Stop and smell the urine!
And other helpful elk hunting advice



By Colorado Parks and Wildlife 
The number of all-terrain vehicles used 

during hunting seasons has been increasing 
steadily during the last five years. While the 
vehicles can be useful tools to aid in a hunt, 
some hunters are using them improperly and 
causing a variety of problems. 

Hunters must be aware of Colorado ATV 
rules, local regulations and new federal travel 
management regulations for national forests 
and BLM lands. 

All ATVs must be registered in Colorado. 
Your home-state registration is not valid. To 
register your vehicle, call the Colorado Parks 
and Wildlife office at (303) 791-1920 or go to 
the website, cpw.state.co.us. 

On national forest lands, and generally 
on BLM lands, ATV travel is allowed only 
on roads and trails designated for such use. 
Roads and trails open to motorized use will 
be signed as “open,” or be shown as open 
on forest service and BLM travel maps. It is 
recommended that you consult with the local 
forest service or BLM office prior to your trip 
to make sure you understand travel regula-
tions in your hunting area. Federal fines, up to 
$500 per incident, may be levied for violations 
of travel management regulations.

Colorado wildlife officers are authorized to 
write tickets for illegal ATV use. Besides the 
federal fines, violators who are using ATVs 
while hunting, fishing or trapping will be 
assessed penalty points against their license 
privileges: 10 points for most violations, 15 
points for riding into wilderness areas. Hunt-
ers who accumulate 20 penalty points lose 
their ability to buy hunting or fishing licenses 
for at least one year. 

Cary Carron, a district wildlife manager 
in Bayfield, explained that hunters must get 

off their ATVs if they expect to see any big 
game animals.

“There are some hunters who drive around 
on ATVs all day and then they complain that 
they’re not seeing any animals,” Carron said. 

The constant drone of ATVs also causes 
problems for other hunters. ATVs are noisy 
and cause animals to move deep into inac-
cessible territory. Just one vehicle can cause 
problems for numerous hunters.  

“There is getting to be a real backlash 
against ATVs from people who actually get 
out there and hunt the way they’re supposed 
to,” Carron said.  

Big game hunters who wish to be suc-
cessful must walk slowly and quietly well 
away from roads. It is unlikely during hunt-
ing season that a hunter will see a big game 
animal from the road. And, if an animal is 
spotted, a hunter doesn’t have time to get 
off the vehicle, take a rifle or bow out of its 
case, load the weapon and move off the road 
to take a shot.

Besides disturbing animals and other 
hunters, ATVs used improperly can cause 
resource damage when they are driven off of 
established roads and trails. That action can 
destroy vegetation, compact soil and lead to 

stream and water-quality degradation.  
Please, remember these rules and guide-

lines:
• Rifles and bows carried on ATVs must be 

completely unloaded and secured in a case.
• Be sure to check with local U.S. Forest 

Service and BLM offices for the local travel 
management plans on the national forest 
or for the BLM district in which you will be 
hunting.

• Game retrieval off of roads and trails 
designated for motorized use is not allowed 
on national forests in Colorado, with the 
exception of limited allowances on the Rio 
Grande National Forest. Check with local 
BLM and forest service offices for specific 
game-retrieval policies.

• ATVs cannot be driven into designated 
wilderness areas.

• Be careful not to trespass onto private 
roads. 

• Be considerate of other hunters. Drive 
slowly to reduce noise; drive only to areas 
where you will begin to walk; don’t hunt from 
the road.

• Explain these rules and guidelines to 
young hunters and those unfamiliar with 
proper ATV use.
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Joe Lewandowski, Colorado Parks and Wildlife

Use ATVs properly; and know the laws 

www.huntatkeyahgrande.com Pagosa Springs Colorado

K E Y A H            G R A N D E

www.huntatkeyahgrande.com

            G 

Trophy Bull Elk
3 and 5-Day Guided Hunts
Group Rates Available

The Keyah Grande ranch encompasses approximately 5,000 acres of untouched natural 
habitat for Elk, Fallow Deer and Bison. In addition, Mountain Lion, Merriam Turkey, 

Mule Deer, are also available during state posted seasons.

CALL NOW! (970) 731-2158

• Big Game Head Mounts.

• European Skull Mounts.

• Life Size Predators.

• Game Birds. 

Back To Nature 

Taxidermy 
For all your taxidermy needs.

Back To Nature Taxidermy, LLC
Bill Smyth • 970-946-7310
Graduate of Colorado Institute of Taxidermy Training

15% discount 
for 

local youth

http://www.huntatkeyahgrande.com
www.cpw.state.co.us


By Alan Hannasch and Jason Garnett
Colorado Parks and Wildlife 

For most of us, hunting is a lifelong pursuit. 
We have developed (over the years) a routine 
that begins every year around the first of 
February and, in one way or another, finds us 
in the Colorado high country in late August 
and early September. It seems second nature 
to expect big game brochures to arrive in the 
mailbox, an “alarm clock” announcing the new 
hunting season. After a few planning sessions 
with our hunting partners, we decide on hunt 
units and species. Sometime before the April 
deadline, we apply for our “tags” and, after a 
month or so of anxious waiting, we get draw 
results off the ’net. We spend the next three 
months or so scouting our hunting units, usu-
ally not as often as we would like (and, at the 
same time, more often than our better halves 
would prefer). Two or three days before open-
ing weekend, we are off to the woods. For the 
next four weeks, we are in our element! Sounds 
great, right? It is. 

Not everybody has had enough experience, 
however, to develop a routine. Whether you are 
a longtime hunter new to Colorado, an out-of-
state guest or a first-time archery hunter, we 
sincerely hope this article will help you experi-
ence the true wonder of early season hunting 
in the state that hosts one of the largest herd 
of elk in the world! Archery hunting can be 
the most exhilarating experience a sportsman 
or -woman can imagine. The absence of city 
noise, the hubbub of modern life, the relaxed 
attitude of animals that haven’t been hunted 
all year and the usually mild weather make for 
an unforgettable good time. 

During the dog days of summer, your pre-
hunting activities are kicked into high gear. 
Final scouting trips should be planned and 
your maps marked. Target practice is very im-
portant at this point, and by now you should be 
hitting in groups of four inches to a maximum 
of six inches at 30 yards. If you plan on using 
an elk call, you should be comfortable with 
it; please don’t practice on elk while sitting in 
your car at the side of the road — elk learn fast! 

Spend some time looking at the Game Man-
agement Unit (GMU) interactive maps. The Elk 
Migration and Travel Corridors map shows you 
where to focus efforts and mark GPS points.

As the hunt draws near, spend time in the 
forest (not necessarily where you’ll hunt) and 
practice making tough uphill, and downhill 
shots (check forest regulations first). It’s also a 
good time to judge distances before pulling out 
the range finder to verify your guess. 

Go back over your hunt plan. 
When it comes time to start packing for a 

hunt, start a couple weeks early to check gear 
before it’s packed and loaded into the camper. 
The camper is used as a base camp (which can 
easily be substituted with a tent/wall tent). For 
this article’s “hunt,” we did not take into con-

sideration the use of any off-highway vehicles 
(OHV) or horses. 

Making a list and checking it off is helpful; 
try making a list of all the gear you take and 
separate it into two categories — gear for a 
backpack hunt and gear for a base camp or 
static hunt from a fixed tent. If you decide to 
use a base camp, you can then configure your 
pack with essential gear you need to carry and 
know what weight you are carrying. Knowing 
weights of items beforehand comes in handy 
when planning to carry a backpack! Packaged 
goods are unwrapped and sealed in plastic 
bags that can be reused for hauling trash back 
out. Conserving weight by carrying items 
that serve more than one purpose is a good 
practice; the multi-purpose tool, for example. 
It has a saw blade that will get you by in the 
backcountry to cut branches for firewood, 
elk pelvis and ribs, and a sharp blade that can 
take care of an elk. Don’t forget to bring extra 
coolers — a quartered elk will fill two king-
sized coolers. 

No matter how well you plan, you can count 
on one thing: The elk have complete disregard 
of your plan. Be flexible. No secret here — elk 
are where you find them, sometimes hunting 
from base camp will keep you in elk range. 
But you may have to follow the herd. Having 
a backpack ready to go might be your best 
option and planning for more than one sce-
nario can increase your odds of success. My 
preference is packing a mid-sized backpack to 
carry emergency items, along with sufficient 
supplies to field dress an elk, and even having 
a game bag or two will save an extra trip back 
to camp. 

Archery season can bring hot days and cold 
nights; don’t be surprised by early snow, rain 
with lightning, sleet — even all of the above 
in one day. Dress in layers; most days start off 
frosty-cold in the morning to mid-day sun in 
the 80s. Especially important: These days, you 
can carry one of a number of devices that al-
low you to send messages and/or emergency 
location signals. The peace of mind is priceless. 

Your food supplies are a personal choice, 
and for day hunts be sure to have nutritional 
bars and plenty of water. During the archery 
season, you have more daylight hours, which 
make for a long day in the field. Getting back 
to camp and cooking a meal and then cleaning 
up (being bear aware) is a lot of effort. Simple 
heat-and-serve meals might be considered. 

Now it’s time to head out to your elk camp; 
always leave a map and specific informa-
tion about location, arrival and departure 
times with someone at home. Pre-arranged 
call times are a good idea if that can be ar-
ranged, as well. Before you leave, get a 10-day 
weather forecast and print it out. Have a list of 
phone numbers that you can carry in case of 
emergencies — and don’t forget your hunting 
license. One last check of the bow and a final 

practice round before the hunt are in order; by 
now, your confidence in your shooting needs 
to be high.

It does not matter where you set up your elk 
camp — bears will be in the area. 

Once in the field, a host of decisions must 
be made. Should you call to the elk or just 
move slowly through the woods and hope to 
intercept them? If you have had time to scout 
your area extensively, you can try to set up on 
a wallow, water hole, game trail or elk crossing 
and wait them out. If your scouting has been 
limited, spot and stalk may be the ticket. Ar-
chery hunters will tell you that all of the tactics 
listed above work and, more often than not, 
it is the correct use of all them that leads to a 
successful harvest. 

First things first — find elk! All of the map 
making, planning and practice are of little 
use if the elk that were in your “secret spot” a 
month ago are now one drainage away. Hope-
fully, you are able to set up camp early enough 
before the season opens that you have time to 
do some last-minute scouting. Of course, you 
don’t want to go stomping around the woods 
that you’re going to be hunting, but you can 
learn a lot by simply looking and listening. 

“Glassing” your hunting area from a high 
vantage point can gain you invaluable infor-
mation about elk movement in your hunting 
area. Elk tend to move up and down the moun-
tains they inhabit early in the morning and 
also late in the afternoon or early evening. This 
habit can make it fairly easy to pinpoint travel 
routes. These routes or trails can be a great 
place to ambush elk as they move between 
feeding and bedding areas. 

As you sit looking over your area, listen very 
carefully; elk are the most vocal members of 
the deer family and, contrary to popular belief, 
elk communicate back and forth to each other 
all the time. Bull elk don’t have to be in the full 
swing of the rut to bugle, and the chirps, bleats 
and mews of cow and calf elk can be heard 
year-round in the Colorado high country. Elk 
regularly announce their presence, and the 
hunter who is paying attention can profit from 
this apparent lack of restraint. 

Now that you have current information on 
movement and location (even if very general), 
you will want to put together a plan for the 
morning hunt. Your plan should put you on 
course to intercept moving elk. Again, elk will 
move between feeding areas and bedding 
grounds. Choosing a spot that, from your 
scouting, shows the most promise of a well-
beaten trail, saddle or a wallow would be ideal. 
Do what it takes to be not only downwind of 
the elk, but appropriately up or downhill from 
them, as well. The cool morning air in the 
valleys and draws of the Colorado mountains 
tends to move uphill as it warms. As tempera-
tures drop in the afternoon, the cool air that 
is at the ridge-tops begins to move back down 

the mountains. 
Get into position early — the quickly fading 

darkness of early morning will afford freedom 
of movement without detection that daylight 
hours will not. The key is not spooking the 
elk out of your area before you get a chance 
to hunt them. Use every trip in and out of the 
woods before and during your hunt as a scout-
ing trip. Be mindful of elk sign. 

A good sign that elk are using an area is 
“rubbed” trees. Look for smaller aspen trees or 
pine saplings that bull elk use to rub against to 
rid their antlers of drying velvet and to other-
wise vent their general frustrations. These trees 
tend to be stripped of bark two to six feet from 
the ground. A bull with a really bad attitude will 
wipe the tree clean of all branches and bark. 
Check rubs for freshness; newly rubbed trees 
will still have a softness to their bark and will 
still be oozing sap. 

Look for wallows. Elk use wallows for sev-
eral reasons: cooling themselves down in the 
hot, early days of fall, to control pesky insects 
and to spread scent, effectively marking their 
territory. These small bodies of water can be 
as large as a backyard pool or as small as a 
kitchen sink. Evidence of fresh tracks in the 
mud around a wallow is evidence of recent 
use. But chocolate milk-colored water and 
fresh hair prints (made as the elk rolls in the 
mud) near the edge of the wallow is sure proof 
that elk are near.

As the morning passes, listen for the telltale 
sounds of elk movement: a twig breaking, roll-
ing rocks, cow calls or possibly a bugle. Once 
elk are located, it may be necessary to move to 
the elk or you can try to call them to you. Try 
a soft cow call, then, if you get a reply, wait a 
minute and call again. Be patient. It may take 
some time for the animals to move to you. If 
your call is not answered, try again just a bit 
louder. You may even want to try a bugle. Re-
member, start soft then work louder — don’t 
blow their heads off with your first call! 

Calling elk is, for most, a trial and error 
process; listen to the elk and try to sound 
like them. Listen for a response. It may take 
just seconds for a “hot” bull to answer, but 
it can also take several minutes. A bull that 
doesn’t feel that the caller is close enough to 
be threatening may simply ignore calls. If these 
attempts fail to produce a response, consider 
the wind direction and start to move slowly on 
a course that will put you ahead of the elk. At 
all times, be mindful of animals that may be 
present but remain quiet. 

Few things in life prepare a hunter for his 
or her first up-close experience with one of 
nature’s greatest residents. It’s hard to imagine 
that an animal that can hear a pin drop on a 
feather pillow, see a gnat blink and smell an 
unscented candle from across a football field 
can be successfully hunted. Perhaps that’s why 
after all the hard work, planning and practice, 
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Archery elk hunting: Hunting up close



By Colorado Parks and Wildlife 
Hunters looking for information to 

help with their big game adventure will 
find plenty of helpful material online at 
the Colorado Parks and Wildlife website, 
cpw.state.co.us.

The information includes how to apply 
for a license, where to hunt, tips for hunting 
elk, detailed maps, how to field dress a big 
game animal and much more.

A popular feature is “Elk Hunting 
University.” Jim Bulger, hunter outreach 
coordinator, has worked with hunters, 
huntmasters, biologists and field officers 
to compile a series of articles that address 
details on how to hunt elk. Article topics 
include: scouting, using maps, ballistics, 
how to select a hunting area, archery hunt-
ing, etc. Search for “plan your hunt” on the 
website.

“We’re providing hunters with helpful 
information that will make their hunts 
more enjoyable and productive,” Bulger 
said. “These articles are not just aimed at 
novices; even veteran hunters will benefit 
from these.”

Also available on the website are hunt-
ing guides for each of the agency’s four 

regions: Northeast, Southeast, Northwest 
and Southwest. Available as PDFs on the 
website and in printed booklet form, the 
guides provide statistics, game manage-
ment unit descriptions and hunting tips. 

The website also offers statistical 
tables that provide complete harvest 
details for all big game species, including 
method of take and a season-by-season 
breakdown.

Hunters can also check if they’ve drawn 
a license and look at preference points 
tables for each Game Management Unit 
and season.

Detailed maps are provided by the 
agency’s geographic information system, 
known as the Natural Diversity Informa-
tion Source. These maps show habitat 
areas and migration corridors in a detailed 
topographic format. Go to http://ndis.nrel.
colostate.edu/.

Also on the website: hunting regula-
tions, the Big Game Brochure, explana-
tions of Ranching for Wildlife, leftover 
license information, information about 
all Colorado hunting opportunities, de-
scriptions of various species and much 
more.
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even the most seasoned hunters often 
turn to putty when it all comes together. 
The chest-pounding increase in heart rate 
and the seemingly instant lack of oxygen 
that a close encounter causes can make it 
nearly impossible to hold steady on your 
quarry. Take a moment to settle yourself. 
The unbelievable thrill of the moment 
can quickly sour with an ill-placed shot. 
Shoot like you have practiced; pick a spot, 
draw smoothly, anchor, peep, pin, trigger, 
breathe and squeeze. 

After you release your arrow, you will 
have one of two feelings — a great sense 
of accomplishment as the arrow hits 
the target as you have planned, or great 
concern that you might not have hit the 
spot. Mark the spot where you stood at the 
time the arrow was released, where the elk 
stood and the direction the elk ran. Most 
of the time, what you do after the shot 
will improve your odds of retrieving your 
downed elk. 

Take some time to savor the moment. 
Most likely, the release of your arrow is the 
culmination of a year’s worth of hard work. 
Enjoy it! Allow 30 to 45 minutes before 
beginning your recovery efforts. Generally, 
big game will travel downhill and rarely in 

a straight line. Pay attention to every detail 
and place markers often. If you lose track, 
circle your last best sign. Tracking after the 
shot can be the hardest part of your hunt, 
so be patient and listen — a wounded elk 
will hold up in the thickest cover you can 
imagine. 

For an archer, every harvest is a trophy 
and the memory is better shared with a 
good field photo. Spend a few minutes 
preparing the animal for the trophy photo; 
clean up excess blood. If the tongue is 
hanging out, take pictures from the other 
side or tuck it in. Look at hunting maga-
zines for good examples of clean trophy 
photos. 

Archery hunting has a relatively low suc-
cess rate. As with any method of hunting, 
more times than not you will head back 
home without an elk. The experience and 
the fair chase will keep you coming back! 

If you do harvest an elk, be aware of the 
temperature. During the archery season, 
most daytime highs are well above 60 
degrees. You should quarter the elk and 
pack the meat in coolers for the trip home. 
You’ve worked hard to get to this point; 
proper care of your prize is critical.

And … congratulations! 

Archery Information resources available to hunters 

The area’s longest established, 
most productive, most experienced outfitters

Lobo Out�tters

We have the experience, 
equipment, expertise and 

desire to serve you

Offering our services in 
Colorado and New Mexico

Hunting deer, bear, elk, 
cougar, big horn sheep

Pack trips & trail rides

Public & private lands

Lobo Outfitters
5 miles south of Pagosa Springs on Hwy. 84

www.lobooutfitters.com • (970) 264-5546
Colorado License #147

Lobo Outfitters is an equal opportunity service provider 
operating under special use permit on the San Juan and Rio Grande National Forests.

BOOT HILL
High country pack 

equipment
USFS-certi�ed hay

SY’S TAXIDERMY

COLE’S MEAT 
PROCESSING

495A Hwy. 84 • Pagosa Springs, Colorado

(970) 264-2426 
Kraig Candelaria, owner

Family owned & operated 12 years
Open 7 days a week 

7am-7pm through hunting season
495A Hwy. 84

http://www.lobooutfitters.com
http://ndis.nrel.colostate.edu/
http://ndis.nrel.colostate.edu/
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By Colorado Parks and Wildlife
Ethical hunters not only make a clean kill, they don’t waste 

what they kill, so that means taking care of the meat.
It’s against the law to waste game meat. If you harvest an 

animal, it is your responsibility to remove and care for the meat.
Start preparing before you go into the field. Get your body in 

shape and be ready to carry heavy loads over rough terrain. Be 
sure you know how to field dress an animal. Numerous books 
and websites are available to provide explanations. If you will 
be hunting with someone who is inexperienced, teach them 
the proper techniques. 

Colorado Parks and Wildlife has produced two videos that 
explain big game field dressing techniques. See “How to field 
dress a big game animal,” on the website at http://cpw.state.
co.us/learn/Pages/EHU-CH1-L15.aspx.

Another video, “Down to the Bone,” explains how to bone 
out the meat of a big game animal in the field. By boning out 
the meat there is much less weight for a hunter to pack out. 
De-boned elk or deer meat also tastes much better than one 
with the bones left in. That’s because bones and bone marrow 
impart a more “gamey” taste, as does the fat. You can order the 
video by calling (303) 297-1192; or by going to the website at 
http://cpw.state.co.us/.

Get your gear in shape. Collect and test all of the equip-
ment you need for cleaning, hauling and caring for your meat. 
A short list to consider: high quality knife, sharpening stone, 
bone saw, tarp, game bags, frame pack, paper towels, rope and 
rubber gloves.

Get your freezer ready, too. Be sure you have enough room 
to store the meat.

Make a clean kill 
Shot placement can affect meat quality. Try for a quick kill 

with a shot that will produce minimal meat damage. The best 
target: the heart/lungs area just behind the front quarter. A 
shot to that area will drop an animal quickly. Avoid shooting 
an animal in the gut or hindquarters. Don’t try for head shots.

Also, be aware of where the animal might fall. Don’t shoot an 
animal in an area where you will not be able to retrieve it. Make 
sure you are capable of retrieving all the meat before it spoils, 
before it attracts predators and before you become exhausted. 

If you can’t make a clean shot, don’t shoot!

The animal is down; now what? 
When you bring down a big game animal with bullet or ar-

row, you have achieved one immediate goal, but you haven’t 
fulfilled all of your responsibilities as a hunter. You still have to 
field dress, transport and butcher the meat properly. 

Animals must be field dressed immediately. That means 
removing the guts, heart, lungs, liver, esophagus and other 
internal organs. If you choose to bone out the meat, you do 
not need to “gut” the animal. 

After removing all the entrails, roll the animal over to drain 
the body cavity, then use a clean rag to wipe off excess blood, 
bone chips, dirt, partially digested food particles and other 
foreign matter.

Only leave the hide on long enough to keep the meat clean 
while dragging it on the ground or transporting it over dusty 
roads in the back of an open pickup. 

Next, cool the meat as quickly as possible. Skin the animal as 
soon as you reach camp. Time is critical, even in cool weather. 
Without air circulating around the carcass, the meat can sour 
quickly. Bacterial growth begins at any temperature over 38 
degrees Fahrenheit. Maggots can hatch within eight hours if 
the carcass is exposed to flies and other winged insects. 

Remove the head, trim as much fat as possible, place in 
game bags and hang them in the shade. Keep the meat dry. 
Do not allow meat to hang more than two days in the woods. 
If the weather is warm get the carcass into cold storage as soon 
as possible. 

Remember — aging does not improve the flavor or serve to 
tenderize game meat. Beef can be aged to become more tender 
and flavorful because the fat on a domestic cow protects the 
meat from rotting at 38 degrees. Deer and elk are 90-95 percent 
lean, and the leaner the meat the faster it deteriorates. 

When taking the animal home, keep it cold and out of sight. 
Do not strap an animal to the top of your car. 

Game meat can last for several years in a good freezer if it is 
well wrapped. The best wrapping is a vacuum seal. If you don’t 
have one, use freezer paper. It’s better than plastic in staving 
off freezer burn. 

For a more in-depth explanation of field dressing animals 
and caring for meat, go to http://cpw.state.co.us/ and type 
“handling game meat” in the search window.

Taking care of big game meat

How not to get lost in the woods 
By Chris Parmeter 
District Wildlife Manager, Colorado Parks and Wildlife

In the 1980 classic movie, “The Mountain Men,” the charac-
ter Henry Frapp is questioned by a young greenhorn: “Haven’t 
you ever been lost?” Frapp scratches his whiskers and, after a 
recollecting pause, replies, “A fearsome confused for a month 
or two … but I ain’t ever been lost!” 

For the fur trappers, wandering through a vast and un-
explored country, “lost” would have been something of an 
oxymoron. Not knowing where you were was a necessary part 
of the mountain man business. The blank space on the map 
was as much “home” as it was wilderness, and “lost” was more 
a state of mind than a physical dilemma.

When the mountain men plunged headlong into the un-
known, they knew that, where they were going, there would 
be no restaurants or hotels. So they planned accordingly. They 
learned quickly where to find food and how to get it; how to 
mend equipment, to make new or make do; they could sleep in 
a log, a cave, or just plain under the stars — and survive! How 
did they accomplish this incredible feat? Simply, they were 
prepared — mentally and physically.

Today, the same principles apply. When you head out into 
the woods, be prepared: for cold, rain or snow; to tend an in-
jury; or to stay the night in the woods. It’s not as difficult as it 
sounds. Here are a few nuggets of mountain man wisdom to 
help you survive:

Staying found
The old timers relied on “Dead Reckoning” for navigation: 

utilizing a compass to guide them in the general direction 
they wished to go. Sometimes in the absence of a compass, 
they relied only on “reckoning:” As in “I reckon camp is 
back that way.” The contemporary woodsman may have 
the handiness of a GPS, but owning one of these high-tech 
gizmos is not an adequate substitute for map and compass 

skills. Just as with other conveniences (cell phones, cameras, 
flashlights), the batteries will invariably go dead just when 
you need them the most. 

Learning how to read a map is not that difficult; up is 
north, left is west, and so on. The closer the lines are to-
gether, the steeper the country. Water is shown as blue, while 
man-made objects are black. It is simply a two-dimensional 
rendition of a three-dimensional world. Using a map and 
a compass to show you which way is north, you’d be hard 
pressed to get seriously lost. Sure, some practice is required, 
but that’s all part of the preparedness thing.

Paying attention to where you’re going can also be a big 
help to staying found. As you pursue your quarry, notice 
which way the shadows are falling. Have you been mostly 
climbing, or descending? Look for landmarks as you go. Not 
stumps and rocks, but big landmarks that give your relative 
position to the valley below, or that craggy peak to the west. 
Turn around and look behind you; what would it look like if 
you were going that way — back to camp or the truck? 

The essentials
Unless your trip is taking you across the Gobi or the 

Brooks Range, you probably don’t need to carry 50 feet of 
copper wire or spare fishing line and hooks. The largest wil-
derness area in Colorado can be traversed in a day or two by 
a man in decent shape. So, what are the essentials you need 
when you’re on your own hook?

Water. Without it, you’re dead in three days. Without it for 
a few hours, at 9,000 feet above sea level, you’re not dead, 
but you may wish you were. Dehydration can lead to altitude 
sickness and hypothermia. But even worse, it can impair 
your judgment, induce panic and result in a fatal case of Lost. 

Fire good … Fire friend … Fire number two in importance. 
Learn how to build one, without toilet paper and gasoline. It’s 
as easy as one two three: One, you need dry tinder. Scratch 

around under grass tussocks for the driest stuff. Get lots of 
it, about a volleyball-sized bunch. Two, kindling. You want 
about twice as much as the tinder you gathered. Kindling is 
small stuff — matchstick sized. Three is the fuel itself. Gather 
up plenty if it looks like you may have to spend the night. 
Pick dry branches one to two inches in diameter — these 
burn without difficulty and make it easy to control the heat. 
Of course, we can’t overlook the match. You don’t need to be 
proficient with a flint and steel, but you should have at least 
a couple of ways to start fire; it doesn’t matter if it’s a lighter 
or a fire plow, as long as you can get it lit.

Shelter. Now don’t jump right into bivy sacks and back-
packing tents. Let’s take a step back and start at the begin-
ning. Shelter starts with your clothing. Dress for the worst. 
And in a Colorado autumn, the worst can be pretty harsh. 
Pick synthetics — like fleece or polyester blends — but wool 
is best. Dress in layers: long handle union suit, light mid 
layer(s), and warmer outer layer. Dressing appropriately 
when you leave camp will find you well on your way to sur-
viving a night in the outback even without a buffalo robe.

Make a plan and let someone know what it is. Leave a map 
open on the dashboard of the truck. You don’t have to give 
up your secret spot with an “I am here” arrow, just circle a 
square mile or two. When you leave camp, a plain old “I’m 
gonna work this ridge out and come back down the crick” is 
enough to give your buddies a place to start looking for you 
if you should become “a fearsome confused.” The important 
thing is to stick to your plan.

As you head into the high country this fall, see yourself 
as one of the Lewis and Clark Expedition; be prepared, both 
mentally and physically, for the challenges of the unknown. 
Keep your powder dry and your eyes on the horizon and 
you’ll know that “lost” is, by and large, just a state of mind.

Chris Parmeter is a Colorado Park and Wildlife Manager in 
the Gunnison/Crested Butte area.

http://cpw.state.co.us/learn/pages/ehu-ch1-l15.aspx


By Colorado Parks and Wildlife 
Every hunting season, officers for Colo-

rado Parks and Wildlife hand out thousands 
of tickets for violations that cost hunters 
hundreds of thousands of dollars.  

While some of those tickets are for fla-
grant violations of wildlife regulations and 
hunting laws, many more are for minor 
violations that could have been avoided.

Hunters are reminded that not only 
can they be fined for violations, they 
can also lose their hunting privileges in 
Colorado and the 42 other states that 
cooperatively participate in a wildlife 
compact agreement. 

Rick Basagoitia, area wildlife man-
ager for the San Luis Valley, explained that 
hunters need to set aside some time to 
review the Colorado Big Game Brochure. 
The brochure explains many of the com-
mon violations and how to avoid them.

“Hunters must know their responsi-
bilities when they get into the field,” Ba-
sagoitia said. “Wildlife laws are written to 
protect a valuable resource and for safety.”

Following are some of the more com-
mon violations that occur every year: 

• Not wearing fluorescent orange: You 

must wear at least 500 inches of daylight 
fluorescent orange, plus a head covering 
of the same color. Camouflage orange or 
mesh orange do not qualify. 

• Carrying loaded firearms in or on ve-
hicles: Rifles must not have ammunition 
in the chamber while in or on any motor 
vehicles. For those riding ATVs, weapons 
(rifles and bows) must also be in a closed 
case and fully unloaded (chamber and 
magazine). Most accidents involving 
firearms occur in or near vehicles. 

• Shooting from a road: Before firing a 
shot, you must be at least 50 feet off of a 
designated state or county road, and just 
off forest service or BLM roads. 

• License not voided: After you kill an ani-
mal, you must void the license immediately. 

• Improperly attached carcass tag: 
The carcass tag must be attached to the 
animal. The best way is to cut a hole in 
the hide and attach with a tie. It is okay to 
wait until you get back to camp or to your 
vehicle to attach the carcass tag. 

• No evidence of sex: Be sure to leave 
evidence of sex naturally attached to the 
carcass. Evidence includes the head, the 
ovum or the scrotum.

• Waste of game meat: Big game meat 
can begin to spoil at 38 degrees. To keep 
the carcass cool, remove the hide as soon 
as possible after the kill to allow for air to 
circulate around the meat. Reduce the 
mass of the carcass by quartering the meat 
or boning out the meat. Place the meat in 
a cooler as soon as possible. Even in cold 
weather, a carcass should not hang out-
side for more than 36 hours. Remember: 
Because game meat contains very little fat, 
it cannot be aged like beef. The so-called 
“gamey taste” is caused by spoilage, not 
because the animal is wild. To learn how to 
field dress a big game animal, see the video 
on the website, cpw.state.co.us. 

• Shooting a spike-antlered elk: Hunt-
ers who hold a cow elk tag sometimes 
shoot spike bulls. Be sure of your target. 
If you are shooting at a long distance or in 
low light conditions, it can be difficult to 
see spike antlers. If you are not absolutely 
sure, do not shoot.

• Illegally tagging an animal: You can 
only place a tag on an animal that you 
shot. You cannot trade tags with other 
license holders, or use tags of other li-
cense holders.
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Common hunting violations can be costly 

Keyah Grande Ranch

Saddle Up Outfitters is an equal opportunity service provider operating on a  
special use permit in the San Juan National Forest. Outfitter #721

Bonded & Insured

(970) 769-4556  •  (970) 731-4963
www.saddleupoutfitters.com  •  info@saddleupoutfitters.com

An Unforgettable Experience
At Saddle Up Out�tters, we take pride in the service 
we provide. It is our goal for you to have a rewarding 
and unforgettable experience.
Our camps sit on the feathered edge of the San Juan 
wilderness.
Choose from a fully guided hunt with experienced 
guides, great cooking and horse ride to camp or a drop 
camp to go it on your own.

Paradise Ranch
hunting & fishing rental

For more info, availability and to book visit  
www.vrbo.com/256751

Perhaps the area’s ultimate hunting getaway, the 3,600 sq. ft. Paradise Ranch ranch house is 
situated on 13 private, fenced acres and bordered by National Forest on three sides. Surrounded 
by wild flowers, aspens, large beautiful colorado pines and the San Juan mountains, you’ll 
enjoy private gate access to the wilderness and fishing on the Upper Rio Blanco. 

The house can sleep up to 12 people and has two separate living spaces, five bedrooms, 
three full baths including two walk-in steam showers, and many more great amenities.

Nightly and weekly rates are available by calling (210) 823-5500.

http://www.saddleupoutfitters.com
http://www.vrbo.com/256751
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By Mark Strachan, Colorado Parks and Wildlife
One of the things I look forward to every year is elk camp. It’s 

the time I get to spend with my friends in Colorado’s vast and 
beautiful outdoors. It’s also the time I use to reflect on the im-
portant things in life while pursuing one of the greatest animals 
on our continent, the Rocky Mountain elk. We all spend many 
hours every year in planning, preparation and scouting to make 
the most of this time in the field. Over the years, we discovered 
what made our time in the field even more enjoyable. Camp. 

In this article, I will cover some aspects of camping in Colo-
rado that will make your hunt more enjoyable, too. I’ll address 
topics like where do I camp? What do we bring? How to make 
delicious, quick and easy meals! I believe in keeping things 
simple, and simple is always better when it comes to maximiz-
ing your time in the great outdoors.

The first topic to cover is the old question, where do I camp 
in Colorado? Our first choice is always public land. Colorado 
has an incredible amount of public land throughout the state. 
We always look for places that allow us to walk out of camp and 
into the field to hunt. This is not always possible, but has a lot 
of benefits. Make sure to mark down as many different camp 
options as you can. If you have the time, visiting the area and 
marking campsites on your map is a great idea. Look for spots 
that have good access and level areas for tents. Keep in mind 
that if you are camping in a forest, beetle-killed trees’ roots 
weaken quickly, increasing the risk that they will fall during 
wind and snowstorms. 

During elk season, there will also be some competition for 
the best campsites. Many of us will get there a day or two ahead 
of time to secure our favorite spot. It’s also important to research 
the type of public land you are camping on. Forests, BLM and 
State Trust Lands have varying rules and regulations in regards 
to hunting, camping, wood collection and fires. Once you have 
identified the type of land you are camping on, you will need 
to visit that particular agency’s website to find out which rules 
or regulations pertain to your area. 

Another option is to identify local improved campgrounds. 
State or private parties may run these. Finding a camp in your 
area is typically very easy. I recommend the Colorado Atlas 
Gazetteer. This map book is fantastic for identifying public land, 
terrain and features like campgrounds. These campgrounds 
have their good and bad aspects. On the plus side, most of them 
can be reserved, so there is no wondering if you have a spot to 
camp. The down side is that they are often crowded, and may 
not be near your hunting area. This means driving to and from 
your hunting area on a daily basis. 

Now that you have established where you are going to camp, 
it’s time to think about what you are going to need. The list can 
be simple, or extensive. The amount of gear you take is often 
limited by your method of travel. Camping in the Colorado high 
country during the fall and winter means being prepared for 
anything. During the hunting seasons, you will see everything 
from 70 degrees and sunshine to below-zero temperatures 
with blowing snow. In Colorado, these kinds of variations in 
weather can even happen in the same day. You will need to be 
prepared. With this in mind, the first things to think about are 
shelter and heat. 

There are many types of tents on the market, but the most 
common type in elk camp is the canvas wall tent. Canvas wall 
tents are durable, sturdy and much warmer than nylon tents. 
This is not to say that nylon tents will not work, but you will 
be more comfortable and have more room for your gear in a 
canvas wall tent. At our camp, we choose to run multiple tents. 
We use one tent for cooking, eating and storing of gear and 
another tent for our sleeping quarters. In the sleeping tents, we 
use catalytic style heaters attached to 20-pound propane tanks. 
These efficient little heaters are fantastic for keeping the chill off 
inside the tents. Two benefits to catalytic heaters are that they 
take up less space than a wood-burning stove and they do not 
produce carbon monoxide like other styles of propane heaters. 
One of the best things about this form of heat is not getting out 
of bed to stoke a fire in the middle of the night! For planning 
purposes, you will burn about 2 to 4 pounds of propane per 
night with catalytic heaters. 

In the cook tent, we use a wood-burning stove for heat and 
for drying out clothes, if necessary. Here is a tip: We use the 
wax fire logs that come in a paper wrapper. Combine that with 
a wood log or two, and it will give you four-plus hours of easy 
starting heat. Be sure to use name-brand logs. The off-brand 
logs put off a tremendous amount of soot that will clog up your 
spark arrester. For planning purposes, we bring two of these 
instant fire logs per day in the field. Even though we typically 
only use one per day, the other logs are what we bring for the 
“what if” factor of camping in the high country.

The “what if” factor of camping in Colorado high country are 
the scenarios you have to keep in mind that you cannot control. 
The weather in the mountains can be highly unpredictable. 
Some years we hunt in T-shirts, and others we throw on every 
piece of arctic gear we own. This may mean packing more, but 
the year that the “what if” happens, you will be happy to have 
the gear you need not only to survive, but to continue with 
your hunt. I have seen many camps get broken down and their 

hunting ended early because of not being prepared. Things to 
keep in mind in the “what if” file are things such as axes, chain 
saws, extra fuel, extra wood, extra clothes, extra food, rope and 
tarps. We do take a few non-essential items to our camp; we 
enjoy the additional comforts. It will be your decision as to what 
to bring and what not to bring. 

When it comes to crawling into a nice warm place to sleep, 
there is nothing nicer than a good-quality sleeping bag and a 
cot to lie on. While there are those who wish to rough it, this is 
one of the things I will not leave at home. You work hard hunt-
ing during the day, so why not be comfortable at night? My 
personal choice of sleeping bags is a negative 20-degree bag that 
is flannel lined. These bags will keep you warm on the coldest 
nights. You can find these at most major sporting good stores 
for around a hundred dollars. I also choose to bring several 
packing blankets to go between the bag and the cot. This gives 
you a bit more padding and added protection from the cold. 
One thing not to overlook is a small tarp to cover over the top 
of your bedroll. Oftentimes, you will get condensation in large 
tents that can lead to wet spots on your bag.

For the last part of this article, I want to share with you a 
way to prepare food for your next camping trip. Many years 
ago, I joined a camp with some friends of mine, and their idea 
of dinner at camp was dehydrated food that you poured hot 
water into. While some of this stuff is OK, there are much better 
ways to enjoy a tasty, hot meal without the hassle of actually 
cooking in camp. In our camp, we use a boil-a-bag method. The 
weeks prior to hunting, I will cook meals at home. Foods such as 
pasta, potatoes, meats and even rice will reheat very nicely. Our 
camp favorites are rigatoni with Italian sausage and marinara, 
or what I call hunters hash. Hunters hash is a combination 
of diced potato, bell pepper, onion and ground beef. You can 
take these types of dishes and put several portions per hunter 
in a vacuum-sealed bag and freeze them for camp. The best 
way we have found to reheat these bags is with a turkey fryer. 
These are inexpensive and will boil water fast. Once you have 
the water boiling, you add your sealed bag of food and in 20 to 
30 minutes, you have a piping-hot bag of great camp food and 
no pots or pans to clean! We burn our paper plates and throw 
away the empty food bag. Great food, less trash and virtually 
no clean up. Doesn’t get any easier than that!

Hopefully, these tips, links and equipment lists will help you 
enjoy more of your overall elk hunting experience in Colorado. 
I know my first experiences would have been greatly improved 
if I had them starting out, and it is my hope that this article will 
do that for you. Good luck, hunt safely and have a great camp. 

Setting up an elk camp: Where do I camp? What do we bring?

By Colorado Parks and Wildlife 
Hunting is challenging. Not only must you understand the 

habits of the animal you are hunting, you must also understand 
regulations, laws governing public and private lands and your 
own limitations.

Following are some reminders and things to consider before 
you start your hunt.

• To obtain a license, all hunters born after 1948 must pres-
ent a Hunter Education Card from Colorado or another state.

• You must know the specific rules that apply to the Game 
Management Unit in which you are hunting. 

• Be sure to know where you are hunting. You can only hunt 
in the Game Management Unit that your license specifies.

• As you are hunting, be aware of buildings, homes, roads 
and your overall surroundings.

• Make sure you know what is behind an animal before you 
shoot. A bullet shot from a high-powered rifle can easily carry 
for more than 1,000 yards. 

• Make sure that someone at home knows where you are 

hunting, your vehicle’s license plate number and where you 
are staying. 

• Weather in the fall can change rapidly in Colorado. A day 
that starts sunny and warm could end with a snowstorm. Be 
sure you are prepared for all weather conditions. 

• Make sure you can recognize the symptoms of hypother-
mia in your hunting partners. 

• Know how to get back to your camp.
• Cell phone service is not reliable in the mountains. Don’t 

expect to contact someone by phone if you are lost or if your 
vehicle is stuck. 

• Make sure to drink plenty of water. Colorado’s dry air and 
high altitude can quickly dehydrate you and deplete your 
energy stores. 

• Be sure to consult the Colorado Parks and Wildlife publi-
cations to understand antler requirements for taking bull elk. 

• Do not attempt to shoot at animals that are in areas where 
you cannot retrieve the meat. Know your physical limits.

• If you are using horses: Each must have a certificate of 

health inspection within 30 days of entering Colorado; each 
must present evidence of a Coggins blood test within a year of 
coming to Colorado; to combat the spread of noxious weeds 
on federal lands and CPW properties, hay, straw and mulch 
must be clearly marked as weed-free. 

• If you harvest an animal, make sure the carcass is properly 
tagged. Tags must remain with all processed meat. 

• If you transfer an animal killed by another hunter, ensure 
that it is properly tagged. You could be cited for illegal transport 
of a game animal even if someone else made the error.

• Do not strap a harvested animal on the outside of your car. 
• Operate ATVs and OHVs responsibly. The vehicles must 

be registered in Colorado — even if it is registered in another 
state. Off-road vehicles can cause resource damage. Be sure to 
know the local travel management rules for public lands. OHVs 
also disturb animals and other hunters.

• If you see hunters violating laws, please report the actions 
to a wildlife officer or other law enforcement agency. Actions 
by a few hunters can reflect badly on all hunters. 

Know the rules and your own limits 
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By Colorado Parks and Wildlife
Deer and elk are the most commonly 

hunted species in Colorado. But hunters 
also go to the high country to pursue other 
magnificent big game animals: bighorn 
sheep, mountain goats, bears, mountain 
lions and moose.

The numbers of these animals in the state 
are significantly lower than deer and elk, so 
licenses are few and difficult to get. But those 
who obtain a license can look forward to a 
high-quality hunting experience. 

Bighorn sheep 
The bighorn is perhaps the most recog-

nized and sought after animal in Colorado. 
The curled horns of the rams display one of 
the most magnificent characteristics of any 
wildlife species.

But while the hardy animals live in harsh 
terrain, bighorns are a fragile species and 
Colorado wildlife managers are keeping a 
close watch on them. The population of 
bighorns is estimated at only about 6,900 
and the population has dropped slightly in 
the past few years. 

For the 2013 season, Colorado Parks and 
Wildlife issued only 277 licenses for the 
entire state. Last season 218 hunters took a 
total of 114 animals, including 90 rams and 
24 ewes for an overall 52 percent success 
rate. Getting a license is difficult, with most 
hunters waiting a minimum of five to seven 
years to draw a tag. Depending on the unit, 
many hunters have waited more than 10 
years for a license.

The preferred habitat of bighorns is steep, 
rocky slopes with little vegetation. 

“They are very challenging to hunt,” says 
Scott Wait, a senior biologist for the agency. 

While not meaning to be discouraging, 
Wait doesn’t mince words about the realities 
of hunting for sheep. Preseason scouting is 
essential. 

“They are very wary. The stalk is usually 
long, strenuous and in difficult terrain,” Wait 
says. “Most hunters must make long shots, 
often 200 yards or more. So you’ll need high-
quality optics, and rifles must be properly 
sighted in.” 

Retrieving an animal, of course, adds to 
the hunting challenge.

The good news for hunters is that big-
horns are most active during the day and 
follow predictable daily patterns. 

Unfortunately, for the bighorn, their 
predictability contributes to their fragility. 
Unlike other big game species, they do not 
adapt easily to new areas. They like to stay 
on their home turf, even when they are pres-
sured by development or other animals — 
wild and domestic. When pressured, the ani-
mals become stressed and do not reproduce 

well. Sheep also are susceptible to diseases. 
All the herds in the state are now being 

closely monitored. 
Colorado is also home to desert bighorn 

sheep. Statewide, the population of this 
species is growing, although there are only 
an estimated 520 animals in the state, all on 
the western edge of Colorado. Only 12 ram 
licenses were issued in 201 and all the hunt-
ers were successful. 

Mountain goats
The adaptable, hardy mountain goats 

seem to be able to defy gravity. These snow-
white critters inhabit terrain that is even 
more severe than the haunts of bighorn 
sheep. 

Goats balance on narrow bands of rock on 
sheer cliffs and eat lichen and small plants. 
They seem to think nothing of jumping from 
one precipice to another. Goats also remain 
at high elevation year around, enduring 
brutal winter conditions above timberline, 
at more than 11,000 feet.

Mountain goats were transplanted in 
Colorado from other states in the 1940s. 
There is still debate if they were ever native 
to the state. 

Goats are very adaptable and can move 
long distances to get to new terrain. Un-
fortunately, they also carry a disease that 
might infect bighorn sheep. Consequently, 
wildlife managers work to keep the goats in 
areas where they’ve long been established 
and where they don’t interact with bighorns. 
These areas include the Raggeds Wilderness 
near Gunnison, in the mountains around 
Georgetown, in the Collegiate Peaks west of 
Buena Vista, in the Gore Range in the central 
mountains and in the San Juan Mountains 
near Silverton.

CPW biologists estimate the mountain 
goat population at about 1,600. In 2013, 
215 licenses were issued and 149 goats were 
harvested, a 78 percent success rate. 

Those who want to hunt goats should ex-
pect to wait five years or more to accumulate 
enough preference points for a license.

Black bears
After being adversely affected by drought 

in the early years of the decade, black bears 
appear to be making a slow comeback in 
Colorado. Bears are very dependent on spe-
cific types of plants for survival. Adequate 
rain and snow in most parts of the state 
during the last few years has helped spur 
growth of good crops of acorns in scrub oak, 
service berry, choke cherries and a variety of 
grasses and forbs.

It’s estimated that from 16,000 to 18,000 
bears live in Colorado. Bears range generally 

Other big game hunting 
in Colorado’s high country

in size from about 175 pounds for a sow and 
up to about 300 pounds for a boar. Few bears 
exceed 350 pounds in Colorado. 

Bears live primarily in the range of 6,000 
feet to 9,500 feet in elevation in thick oak 
brush and aspen groves. Population and re-
production vary depending on the availabil-
ity of their favorite foods — acorns from oak 
brush, berries, grasses and forbs. Most bears 
are killed by hunters during September, 
when the animals are most active searching 
for food before they go into hibernation.

The difficulty in obtaining a hunting 
license depends on the season and the spe-
cific Game Management Unit. Bear-only rifle 
licenses, obtained through the draw, usually 
require preference points, depending on 
the unit. During the regular big game deer 
and elk seasons, a limited number of bear 
licenses are available over-the-counter, but 
a hunter must have a deer or elk license for 
the same season. 

In 2013, just over 15,000 bear hunters 
harvested 1,100 bears, a 7 percent success 
rate. One reason for the low harvest rate 
is that bears are difficult to hunt because 
they live primarily in thick brush. Also, after 
September their eating slows down and they 
are more difficult to find. By early November, 
most bears are curled up for their six-month 
nap. 

Most bears are harvested when the 
weather is warm, so a successful hunter 
must attend to the carcass quickly. Remove 
the hide as fast as possible after the kill and 
trim away the fat. Then get the meat on ice 
as soon as possible. In warm weather, meat 
will spoil quickly. 

Anyone who harvests a bear also must 
bring the carcass to a parks and wildlife of-
fice within five days of the kill so the sex and 
size can be determined and entered into a 
database. A small tooth — the first premolar 
— is also being removed so that researchers 
can determine the age of the animal and how 

many times the sow has given birth to cubs.
 

Mountain lions 
The most elusive big game animal in 

Colorado is the mountain lion. Also known 
as pumas or cougars, they live in areas 
where there is dense vegetation and often 
very broken terrain, such as canyons and 
rocky hillsides. Deer are the primary prey 
for Colorado’s biggest native cat. 

The population of lions in the state is 
estimated to be from 3,000 to 7,000. For the 
2010-2011 season, the most recent year for 
which statistics are available, about 1,800 
licenses were issued and 383 lions were taken 
by hunters. 

Licenses for lions can be purchased 
over-the-counter and the season lasts from 
November through March. Hunters who ob-
tain licenses must call in every day to check 
if quotas have been filled in specific Game 
Management Units.

Most lion hunting occurs when there is 
snow on the ground. Dogs pick up the scent 
from tracks and chase the lions into trees. 
The chase is often long and difficult through 
challenging terrain.

Moose
Moose were introduced to Colorado in 

the mid 1970s. Moose are solitary and re-
produce slowly. It is estimated that about 
1,800 moose live in Colorado. They are con-
centrated primarily in North Park, on the 
Grand Mesa, in the Taylor Park area, in the 
upper Rio Grande River drainage and in the 
La Garita Mountains south of Gunnison.  

Moose licenses are difficult to obtain and 
more than 11,000 hunters annually apply for 
licenses. Only 240 licenses were issued in 
2013. A total of 184 animals were taken dur-
ing the season for an 83 percent success rate. 

Good Sam, AARP, 
AAA, FMCA Discounts

Welcome Hunters
on the San Juan River

River • Lakeside • Wooded Sites
Game Room • Cable TV • Laundromat • Wi-Fi

Store – Gifts, Souvenirs, Groceries 
Hot Showers • RV SUPPLIES

Pagosa Riverside Campground
(970) 264-5874 phone/fax • 1-888-785-3234
P.O. Box 268, Pagosa Springs, CO  81147
On Hwy. 160, 1 1/3 Mile East of Hwy. 84



IGNACIO, COLORADO • 888.842.4180 • SKYUTECASINO.COM

Owned & operated by the Southern Ute Indian Tribe

WE’RE YOUR OUTFITTERS FOR FUN IN THE FOUR CORNERS
If you're hunting for fun, you've found it!

Stay and Play in our 140 room (8 luxury suite) hotel, complete with pool and fitness areas, salon/spa 
and more. Mention code HUNT14* for special room rates. Or park and stay at our  

popular RV Park with full access to hotel amenities.

✦	Over 600 of the Hottest Slots and High Limit Slots 
✦	Table Games: Craps, Roulette, Blackjack, 3-Card Poker
✦	Exclusive Poker Room  
✦	200 Seat Bingo Hall
✦	24-lane Bowling Center
✦	Seven Rivers Steak, Seafood, Spirits
✦	Willows Café Bistro

BIG BUCKS
 — Lots of Dough —

*Blackout dates do apply, based on availability. Cannot be combined with any other discounts/offers.
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